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"I SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES USING FOURIER

TRANSFORMATIONS4 • by

Mme. Janine Connes
Laboratorie Aimd Cotton, B41levue

INTRODUCTION

There are two principal ways to look for improvements in

spectroscopic techniques [I]. One method is constructing in-

struments to receive the broadest spectrum possible for a givenI ..resolution. Towards this end several methods have been pro-

posed: double or multiple passage of a beam of light through

a single dispersive element [2), use of the Fabry-Perot inte-

gral spectrometer [3), or of the sisam [4]J. But these uethods

make poor use of the energy of the source in time because the

I -spectral elements are analyzed successively. A fundamental

improvement can be obtained by receiving energy from all the

spectral elements simultaneously; this is what is done using

spectrographic techniques and the Fourier transform method.

The principle of spectrographic methods which use a two-

beam interferometer and a Fourier transform has been known a

long time. Michelson conceived the first in 1891. He showed

that the intensity I of the light that can be measured at the

3 exit of a two-beam inter.Zerometer with a variable phase differ-

emce is the Fourier cosine transform of the spectrum of the

incident light [5,61. Sincc the Fourier transform (F.T.) is

I. an invertible operation, it thcrefore suffices in theory, to

reconstruct the spectrum studied, to make the cosine transform

.1.

Translator's Note: As defined in (4) s.i.s*a.in is an

interference spectrometer for selecting the modulation ampli-

tude.

V
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of the interferogram function representing the variations of

SI as a function of the phate difference 6 between the two inter-
fering beams. But taking the P.T. of a very Zomplex function is
an extremely long procedure if there is no high-speed mriodern

computer at one's disposal, and Michelson did not attack the

study of an arbitrary and extcnded spectrum. He perfected a
method adapted to a very particular problem: the study at

very high resolution of an extremely narrow spectral domain,
made by studying the curve of visibility V, the envelope of

the interferogram function. Lord Rayleigh explained how the

knowledge of V alone permits constructing the spectral profile

of the line studied without ambiguity only in the case of the

symmetric line [7). This method, however, permitted Michelson

to exceed the highest powers of resolution attained at that

time and to make evident the hyperfine structure.

1 4Nowadays to study the structure of a line at very high

resolution, one uses large gratings [8), and plane [91 or -4

3 spherical [(1] interferomctrs. -However, Michelson's method

retains a certain interest, and recently Terrien showed how

the study of V determined by photoelectric observations made
under the best conditions resulted in information about the
profile oi a line (known a priori to be symmetric) which was

3 moe precise than that obtained by other methods [11,12].

The possibility of using photoelectric photoconductive,

or thermal det',tors to record the "interferogram" function and

the means now at onc's disposal for making the F.T. have opened
a field of application of the F.T. method that Michelson iaever

suspected. Rubens and.Wood in 1910 obtained the first spectra

in the fae, infrared bý taking the F.T. of an interferogram.

Much more recently P. Fellgett (13 to 15) and P. Jacquinot

[I i,50,511 independently showed that the reconstruction of a

spectrum by the Fourier transformation of an interferogvam has
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a great advantage over the direct recording of the same spec-

trum: one can, while using a single channel detector, measure

Si,:,ultaneously all the spectral elements as with spectrographic

methods--hence the name given by P. Fellgett to the method,
"multiplex spectrometry". A simple argument allows one to

_ predict the order of )._.nitude of gain that can be expected.

"If with an exploring spectrometer it is desired to measure M

spectral elements during time T, each element is observed dur-

I ing time T/M; with a spectrograph or a multiplex method, each

element is observed during the wl'ole time T. In the case where

the fluctuations have a spectrum of uniform frequency and wher"L

the background noise is not increased by the simultaneous ar.

rival of all spectral elements, the precision varies as the

Ssquare root of the exploration time. The gain in sensitivity

is therefore of the order of v/M. Hence, in the infrared where

photon noise is negligible compared with receiver noise, the

spectroscopic method using Fourier transforrt, 'ons is the most

powerful, no matter what may be the desired resolutions and it-

is all the more interesting because the spectrum studied con-

tains more spectral elements. This gain in sensitivity can be

expressed in several ways:

B . -- the signal/noise ratio can be multipled byvlg if the

duration of the measurement is the same as in the classical

I •�mthod;

-- for equal signal/noise ratio, the duration of the

"3 measurement is divided by H;

-- finidj I,. top a given s/n ratio and measurement time,

one can oLtaii: an .incjwase in resolution and thus treat some3 problems inacc~u.bJu by any other method.

Furthermore, P. Jacquinot [I] showed independently that. in addition to the preceding advantage, the use of a Michelson

type interferometer allows him to employ a luminous flux which
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3 was far greater than he could use with slit devices, indeed

as much as that given, by a Fabry-Perot interferometer. Finally,

P. Connes [391 showed how this flux could be increased even

more if one inserted afocal systems upon each of the inter-
ferometer arms.

SAt a colloquium on interf•erometric spectroscopy in Bel-

levue in 1957, the first results obtained by the method were

collected. It should be noted that the first problems treated

were astrophysical problems because in this domain there exist

some feeble sources', the study of which is interesting even at
I . low resolution. Fellgett obtained the first star spectra in

the near infrared at a resolution varying from 60 to 100, by

using an interferometer with reflecting trihedrals [16].

Strong and his collaborators Vanasse and Gebbie investigated

the far infrared region [17 to 19]. For an interferometer,

* they used a grating with lines of variable depth which did not

* . ro-Mve symmetry of revolution, but had the advantage of not re-

quiring separating and compensating plates (Wdifficult to effect

in this spectral region). Gebbie, with his instrument, measure.
for the first time the solar spectrum in the region of 300 to
2,OOO y with a limit of resolution of 0.2 cm- and localized

I the tranbmission window with precision [20].

In the visible range Mertz constructed polarization inter-

ferometer consisting essentially of a variable retardation

plate between polarisers (21]; the maximum resolutions attain-

able by this system are low, of the order of 100. He hoped to

make an empirical classification of star spectral types based

on interferograms without making F.T.; Bakhshien seems to have

* thought of the same instrument but he does not give a single
detail about the theory nor about the construction of his ap-

paratus (221.

In each case the work took place in two stages; the Inter-
. ferogram function was recorded and later the F.T. was calculated

40
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3 by digital computers, using discrete values of this function.

Strong made [23] an analogue computer giving the intensities

. " of 10 spectral elements for each passage of the moving part,

but this apparatus, requiring several explorations to cover

all the spectral domain studied, does not allow one fully to

exploit the advantage of the method. Different authors have-

mentioned the fact that the resolution was proportional to

the maximum phase difference attained [1,15,11]; certain ones

have studied the conditions under which the numerical Fourier

transformation should be made; but they limited themselves to

_- the study of the case where the spectrum extends from frequency

0 to a ::,xi,,Lum frequency aM [15,21,24] and have not studied the

conditions under which the numerical transform ought to be made3�to obtain the maximum signal/noise ratio in the spectrum.

In Chapter II of this paper a more complete study is con-

sidered; one determines the form of the theoretica1 equipment-

I •function in the case where the Fourier transformation is made

by a numerical calculator and one treats the number of points

5 to pick from the interferogram as a function of the spread and

position of the spectral -domain to be studied.

In Chapter III we study the form of a real apparatus-1 function; it is different from the theoretic apparatus-function

for •everal reasons:

*m -- necessity of receiving on the detector a beam of finite

width;

-- imperfections of the optical components and in the ad-

5 justment of the instrument;

-- irregularities in the motion of the moving part;

-- error in thW .,djusting of the zero phase difference of

U -*the interferogram.

Chapter IV is devoted to the calculation oL the mean

square error of the fluctuations in the reproduced spectrum,

Chapter V to the study of the different possible ways to

1 5
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obtain in a given experimental time, the maximum-s/n ratio
Sin the case where the F.T. is computed numerically.

Chapter VI sets forth the practical setting up and re-

sults obtained in two experfiments: the spectrum of night
sky emissJon and the spectrum of germanium recombination at
1.6 .

Finally, Chapter VII is giycn over to an attempt to

synthesize the spectroscopic methods called "classic" and

the Fourier transform method; theie, it will be shown how in

every case the spectrum is obtained by making the cosine
transform-of the autocorrelation function of the vibration

of Incident light.-,

I!

I

I ...
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11, THORETICAL APARATUS-FUCTION
i'- -" NUMERICAL FOURIER TRANSFORM

"We shall r~cal the principle of the method before
"" determining the rlrations which ivxist Letween the reproduced

spcctrum and the Lpectrum studied. 'pectroscopis-tt call the
"apparatus-function" the distribution ot tie spectral density

that is obtained if the instrumcnt rcceivc strictly monochro-.
matic radiation. in the classical method:, the spectrum ob-

tained in the g.ueral case iz the conivolution of the spectrum
under consideration witli the apparatus function; we shall show
that it is the camc thirnq in the. rouricr trinstorm method.

This chaptcr i.. devotcd to thc. Atud-y of the theoretica. appara-

tus-function, i..., the iin.:tium.i-nt 11. assumed purfect and used

with a beam ui zero ex cit. Likc.wi- uw, Thall treat the im-

portaut probhl,.Tioi ta nuumber of .pwints..to choose tranm-he,
interic.rograw, ik ordC t'o make a nua.rical Pouricr t•4a•f't.

Lot uO. cn.-'•,.-r a tv-o-bcara intcrieromcter in which one

cau vary the phase difference be-

cwco.n two-beamns, ior example d

.- ,cn i"ntcrerometer. For the

-"' -. , % o!L implieity wC "suppose that

t. --. _,. ,plittr is attached to a

C0;t~penSýAti!11 glass plate of equal.
, , ,hilikncss (Fig. 1). One of the

'w, .. ,itirrorn 'an b.. diuplwd parallel

Fig. 1. Isiagrai, ,, co Lt:5011 with - velocity V? 2.
Principal o1 a Hicim 1--on Torf e.e uppo•.e ti-e intcrfcroi,, tr to bt e3-:- %on Interferojacter.

luminated by a strictly monochromatic

light, of luminance Be with wave number C' Tho beam splitter

divides the light into two cqu~l part- (if it is not absorbing
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and if the reflectivity'A is equal to 0.5) which it recombines
to make them interfere after they suffer a relative delay
8 =2e, 2# being the difference between the optical paths tiken

by the two beans. The light on. leaving.follows the well-known

L B cosw weo6 - (B/2) .(- + cos2ue). -

It is composed of a constant part and a variable pirt whf . "

up to a constant multiplier, is given by

ICM) cos 2w * a 3 cos 2wVtw -Dcoo U0 Pt.t,

4-...." o - V O " O V -

viV@ 9mN V/c.

The detector gives a sinusoidal electric signal with amplitude
proportional to the luminance received and frequency equal to
the product of the frequency of the light N by the fraction-

V/c.. For'example, in the case of the green Nercu line, if V

equals 10' mUVs, #0 W 1.83 cps.

If the interferometer is illuminated by several monochro-
matic lines, each radiation is treated in the same way, and

the resulting signal is the sum of the signals cerre•pondip

to e'ch line. In the case of an arbitrary spectrum teUmS be-
tween a and vs, the interferogram has the form

1(6) UPC.) coo 2w" dr

or

-t S B(P) cot auvt dvVS

S•
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i according to the variable considered. 1(6) and 3(t) are lumi-
nances, B(oW) and B(v) densities of luminance (luminance/cm"

i_..- the first, luminance/cps for the second). This is the

Fourier transform of the spectrum B(o) [or B(v)];, In the case

of strictly monochromatic radiation, the interferogram will be

3 a sine wave of constant amplitude. In practice the lines have

a finite width and the sine wave has an amplitude which de-

creases when the phase difference increases (Fig. 2). When

the spectrum is very rc.h,.-the

different sine waves correspond-3 -" ing to the different frequencies

I .are in phase only for zero phase
-. difference and the interferogram

i.' i • appears to be reduced to some

fringes in the neighborhood of

this position (Fig. 3). Between

these two extreme cases, all inter-"

- -- mediate cases are possible, the

modulation dropping in direct pro-

portion to the increase in size of

.,.. *.. the spectral interval (Fig. 4).

11ectAIn order to reconstruct the
ID-,._spectrum from the interfergran,

it is necessary1 to make the inverse

,_ F.T.
4@ m- .O~m• I

P'ig. 2. Intcrferogram o B(u) . 1(6) cos 2rau dd.

the Line 5,4C1 A Produced
by a Mercury Lamp Under Onc can considep making an harmonic

I Low Pressure ["d.d.mc.c
Phase Differencel. analysis of the signal with the aid

of n filters, each having a band

3 - pass do, corresponding to the d_. ir&;' limit of resolution 66

5 .where 6p,- V 6v and cantered about th2, iiteresting frequencies

S, 9
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II.I

"Fig. 3. Interferogram Produced by an Incadescent

Lamp, the Detector Being aLead Sulphide Cell.

I-al n' This analysis can be made, either during the
measurement or afterwards from a magnetic tape upon which the

interferogram is recorded. On, can also record the interfero.

gram with a recording pen and numarically calculate the F.T.
of the unctrion thus obtained.

2. THEORETICAL *.PPARATUS-F UNCTION

Let us conLilcr a 1Michcl1on "nterfcrometer illuminated by

a point source p]accd in the focus of the entrance collimator.
One of the mirror- is Ftrictly parallel to the image of the3 other tormed by the beam splitter.

10
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-L,-

Hi the -r'arar

If B~c) is thc. scpcrrutm i4 Ahi crni ttes.1 31g~ht, the Inter-

ferograit has the form.

(11.1) 1(6) R (v),--s2rv6Jv a* Si(a)os2v idir,

* S '*
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S.... ) being the even part of the function B(,) defined by

-B (a) , [(ee.) +-I3(-V)j (Fig. .
g . . .

{? e IA /4,,

N - -:

:'o___Fig. S. Even Part of an Optidcal

. Spectrum.

If one could know the interferograin completely for 6
yarying between 0 and I (hence in fact between -, and 40

since it is symmetric), the spectrum could be reproduced ex-

"actly by "p operation

"(12.2) B (a) '1(8) cos 2ra6 d6.

But in fact, during the measurement, 6 varies only between 0

and a maximum value L; the value B(c) computed for a parti-p(..
cular wave number a will be only an approximate value of

B .. (a 1(), which one expresses by saying the resolution is finite.

The expression (11.2) can be put in the form

(11.3) " BY(e•) 1(6) D(6) cos 2,a6 d6,

D(6) being a squarc pul--e function such that

D(W) I if - L < 6 < + L,

i . D(6) 0 for 6 < -L and 6 > + L.

* '3
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1 (1) Form of the Apparatus-Function

The cosine transform of the product of two even functions

I 'is the convolution of the cosine transforms of each of the twofunctions whence

1 (11.4) B= TCos [1(6)] * T os[D(6) I.

The cosine transform of 1(6) is precisely the observed spec-5 trum Bp(a). Calling f(a) the cosine transform of D(6)1 (11.4)

"can be written

(11.5) BI(a ) s C.. Bp(a) [f(o -a) + f(q 3 4q)J €I,

I , eSi B~ (a) ? (c -a..) dw.
1p3The spectrum~obtained is the convolution of the even part of

the initial spectrum with the function f(a) which we shall call
the apparatus-function. The apparatus-function thus definedI has a dimension, that of length in the case where the spectrum
S(O) is calculated, that of time when B(P) is calculated.

When the spectrum is reduced to a single line of wave
number a., of luminance unity, the reproduced spectrum has the
form

(..5b) B'(a) .[(a-q + f(we)
p

If the F.T. ib t'ken by a method permitting th1 calculat-N 'ig of luminance densities corresponding to negative wave num-
bers (which have no physical reality), the apparatus-funcrion

Scontains two maxima centered about a. and - €o and of height.

1#/2 (Fig. 6).
When the F.T. of a constant, say one, is taken the only

maximum is found to be centered about the zero frequency cuid

of height double ts, the two preceding maxima being superposed.

113
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I Fig. 6. Apparatus-Function.

One can define a normalized apparatus-function which viM be
the ratio

i - (11.6) f,(o-T)=B P()/BP(o)

b?tween the density of luminance calculated for the wave

number a near a 0 to that calculated for the number 0. cor-

responding to the line under consideration. The apparatus-
function can be put In the form

S(11.7) .• ' f(W) = lt '( ) :: " : ' : i "

"with -

(11.7b) to 2qL

q being a numerical factor hc.-e equal to the mean value of

the function V(6), hence one, and which, more generally., wil

be equal to the mean value of the function A(6) deffte-

. later, whence

njin/vL
(11.8) f(a) = 2L 1'(a) - 2L 2raL

0 This function f"(cr) has zeros for a, = k/2L (Fig. 7, curve a);

it has very important secondary maxima and one may find it

desirable to apodizc it. To this end it is sufficient to re-

place the square pulse funct'on D(6) by another function A(6)

which has a profile better adapted to the problems of spectro-

scopy. This is especially simple in the case where the F.T. -

is made numerically. There, it is sufficient to replace the

$ 14
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I n~ \,aluo' of 1(6). by those of

the product 1(6) A(6); this

ia nufl,!rical apodizing. Thc

apodi::ing problem has been

th4 2.ubjerct of numerousIpap,-:r-, in particular those

o 114:1c. L . Dossier (261

and J. Arcac [27].
,(_ we irent con-

,,.,idcr two partioular forms

of the weighting functIon
N A(6)

1 0. A (6) is a triangle

function such, thatI Pig. 7. Theoretical .Apparatus-

Function. .. :,=.

"1A 1 (6) = 0 / 16/i for - L < 6 + L

and A(6) 0 tor 6< L and 6 + L.

Under these condition--

(I1.9) q L "-L M ) 0.5,

t(a.• L v,(e)- L ,aL

9 This is the same apparatus-tunction as that of the grating

spectrometer (Fig. 7, curve b).

0 . If one chooses 1271 (Fiq. )

A (6) - [I - ( 6 3/L )aA ior- L < 6 < + L,

I q " " '+L (l 1 - d6 - 0.533,

IL va'
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'U _

Fig. 8. The As (6) func-S." oO ,• tion.

*1. (11,10) e(r) - 1.066 L VOLe),
i ' ". Vith.

(a t'o) (2rla)"5/3 Jj/2r~w).

This function (Fig. 7, curve c) has its first zero for 6 very

close to I/L; its breadth at mid-height is practically the

I same as that of the function [(sin vla)/rLv 3, but the ampli-

"tude of the first minimum is only a twenty-fifth of that of

"the first maximum, and that of the next maximum is only a

I '• hundredth.

(2) L•mi.t of Resolution

The Rayleigh criterion can be applied only in the case

where the apparatus-function has zero minima; hence in general
one selccts a criterion which gives nearly the same results as

in the ordinary cases. One is led to take as -a measure of the

limit of resolution 6a.the breadth at 0.404 of the maximum of
the apparatus-function. Since the F.T. of a function gets

B narrower as the function gets wider, one bees immediately that

the limit of resoluti3n varies inversely with L, the exact law
"being determined for each particular case.

The study of limits of resolution rests on the study of

the breadths At,.mid-height of the functions fV(OL)

I j .o

I;•
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I . If there is no apodization, 6a = 1/2L, whence a theoreti-

cal resolution R,-= 2La. With, the weighting function A,(6) or
IA a(6) one has very nearly 6a = !/L, with a theoretical resolu-

tion R0 = La ". Hence, the resolution is proportional to the

maximum phase difference attained, This result is completely1- .. analotous to that of the classical spectrographic ,method.
-Figure 84b shows two spectra of the night skytaken from

9 , the same interferogram. For the first at resolution 350, a -

F.T. has been made of that portion of the interferogram for
which 6 varies between 0 and 0.4 mm. For the second at re-
,solution 1,000, the length of Interfe ogram used is nea'ly
triple.

"(3) Numerical Fourier Transforms
Any spectrum studied is limited--whether by the emission

itself, by the transparency of the materials making up theI > interferometer, or by the sensibility zone of the detector.
It is this important fact that allows us to make F.T. from

I .... discrete values of 1(6) and to u-e modern high-speed calcula-

tors.

A. FOURIER TRANTFORM AND THE THEORY OF S;P44LING. Accord-1 < ing to thr' snampling theorcm, all information concerning a
function of a bounded spectrum is contained in a countable in-

finity of dibcrotL values ol the function, and interpolation

formulas can be found which, based on these points permit the

reconsti~ucrion of the function. Thesc questions ae treated in

detail by Shannon [28], Woodward 1291, and Kohlenberg (303.

And so all the bits ot intormation. contained in the intcl-

ferogram which iS known 'c have a bounded spectrum are given by

31 'In this case ua in .Yall say further that. the dteoretical

resolution is equal to the number of recorded fringes.
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discrete values of 1(6). As a consequence it is sufficient
in calculating the spectrums to deal with a particular nuabet

of equidistant values taken from the interferograa. The

calculation of the integral
+Lo

(12.11) Bp( 2 I(M) A(6M cos 2ue a do

is replaced by that of the sum

.(II.p12) (I [1 0 AI0 +21 h cos2, I hi...+21nhAnhcos 2iOk .

i-1,8 Ih ...* Inh are the values on the interferogram for the1 values O, h, ... , nh of the phase difference; A0 , At ...e A,
are the corresponding values of the apodizing funct i +4 , •

The sum (11.12) is equivalent to the integral
- .(11.13) B 1(0) A(6) (8) cos 2irad ,

R,( 6 ) being a Dirac distribution of periodic 3"p 14th5 interival I (Pig. 9); w deduce immedlateily 0,g * ;V_ , ,+ ,+ ,+ • . +,++- , +++,, S+ •

II Fig. 9. Grati~ng runction o().

(11.14) B"(a B (a) do'.

3F(o') is the F.T. of tile product of thle two functions -A(6) and

I.- R,(6), since the F.T. of a periodic Dirac function with

Sfor a 1, anothcr pcriodic Diac
mdistribution with interval 1/h (Fig. 10), a new apparatus-

* g 9 ,zat jn 'uni,,s+

P
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" " ,"Fig. 10. GratLing Function.Rl/je).

H. funct.oncan be found:

with

" (1.15) F'(i) 2w - 2,L (h-0

in case A(6) is a square pulse function and F(O) - 1.066 A FI()

'where

IN N I.16) F'(a) = W6 [•rL -or ,[0/

with the apodizing function A (2).

, The new apparatus-function is made up of a series of

identical maxima which occur at every multiple of 1/k (Fig. 11).

It can be said that the even part of the spectrum is examined

simultaneously by two serius of apparatus-functions centered

one on a,, the other on 7o, (Fig. 12). The examination of
the spectrum is made here by u_ing a cal(u-lation like that of

(11.12) for a ncw valut a )f o, During the spectral cxamina-
tion the two serics of ipparatu -fu nction.-; have translef;ions'

U in opporiti directions (Fig. 13).

I"
F r
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B. CHOICE OF INTERVAL h. This is a very important

problem because the computed spectra are going to.repeat at

multiplec of 1/h and bccau,5c, for the result to b6 "uscablc,

they ought not be entangled. This amounts to saying that

a single maximum of the apparatus-function ought to explore

the spectrum. We shall call a and .a the limiting waveIH
numbers of the spectrum and - N" a. the spectral interval

• ~~used (Pi.g. 14).

I "
i ;i~i'' •Fig. 14.

"a. Relation Between 1' and V. Three cases can ?% dis-

"*-ij " tinguished according to the position of " with respect to
the zero frequency.3 t.atthere) or - 0. a varies between 0 and a.; in order

that there be no overlapping of spectra, it is sufficient tha
1/h = 2 or h & /(2W) =- /(2a•M) (Fig. 15a). This is the

result usually stated by saying that one ought to record two

points per period of the signal corresponding to the highest
freqt -acy contained in the spectrum.

"I ' i) aM = X (X being an integer). It is easily

seen in this case also that the orders do not overlap if

/h -= 2W or h = 3/(2W) (Fig. 15b). The distance betweenI two points taken from the interierogramnn centimeters is

one half the inversed of the spectral interval used, measured

in cm" 1

i'.: .... !-°y) Any aM whatever. uMI. - X + f, X' being an

* integer and f a fraction. Then W is replaced by another
quantity ) defAned byy isvX. - x arger than : and

has the sam upper bound. This reduces to the preceding case

with the choice h 2/(2- (') (F. 2So).

,2!
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u i

il el
I- LA

II ....
W;t.WJ.. b

Ib r., 4. 6

H .. '( C)

Fig. 15. Repetition of Numerically Calculated

b. Fumerical Examples. The first example illustrates
""1the Case where the spectrum extends from 0 to UM; we have

computed the F.T. of the function sina ?raM6/(WM6)2 using 36
discrete values, the distance between any cwo successive values
"being /(2aM. The calculated spectrum repeats every 2aM; the
resolution is R. 18 because we have used only a short length
of 1(6); also the apex&e of the triangle are slightly rounded
off (Pig. 16).

a .. ,.. ... ... ,

_B . ... , .A"w..

I Fig. 16.

22
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U .In the second example the calculated spectrum is that of
-. an incadescent lamp whose light p.asses through filters which
*Isolate a band of radiation -in the neighborhood of 1 p.B Knowing the transmission Curve of the filters we can do-.

duce from them that*-

Af ~3,410Oca

a 1H~2 ,850 cm arnd

9. =3 +~ 0. 8.

5The domain Av' is then defined such that

3 and023 x 4s,283) - 0.1695 lO'0,

II

OW I
Fig. 17. Spectral Domain Occupied, 3,410 cmý ;

h - 0.11695 X WO cm; Number of Points ?akek0 '.. From the Interferogram, 25.

Figure 17"'shows, for this value of 1-9 the agreement be-
tween the position of the obseirved spectra and those, of the
computed spectra. .
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C. RELATION BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF POINTS CHOSEN
AND THE NUMBER OF SPECTRAL ELEMENTS STUDIED

We have- just seen that the interval h depends only on

S*the breadth and the position occupied by the spectral interval"2 )
In addition, the limit of resolution depends essentially on theU maximum phase difference-L attained and, secondarily on the

form of the7 apodizing function chosen. Hence, the exploration

of a given spectral domain with a given resolution poses two

distinct problems: determination of L and choice of interval h.
The total number of points to choose is given, within a unit, by

n = L/h, and there exists a relation between n and the number M

of spectral elements contained in the spectrum under considera-

tion. The spectral element is that portion of the spectrum in-

cluded between two points that can be considered as barely.

separated by the instrument; it has the value 64 and M = 4/60.

.A general arguments due to Shannon, allows one to predict that

starting with n bits of information contained in a function,I , •one can find n independent values of its F.T. [31). We are

going to show that the relation between n and M varies with the

spectrum considered, and in certain particular cases, we find
n-N

o Consider at first the case where q = 0 or better yet

that where cr M = ma being an integer. Then k - !/(2•A) a*d
0 n-- 4/i - 2LAv.

If the interferogram is not apodized, Cu - 1/2L and
n - v/8o - M, that is to say that the number of points to be

chosen is equal to the number of spectral elements.

""IIThis is true in the absence of noise. In practice,

to obtain the best signal/noise ratio, one decreases k con-

i siderably, the numb4r of points choun beinV multiplied by
a number of the order of 5.

1<. 34
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3 If apodizing is done as indicated above, then obviously

6a' I/L and n = 2K,, M' being the new number of spectral

elements. Its value is half that of H.
In the most unfavorable case, aM is very little under

2• (Fig. 18); then A' = am is nearly equal to 2Av and

n A/6a is very close to 2k4' or 4M'

according to whether or not apodizing
has been used. Hence, in conclusion, -I with apodizing, the number of points Fig. 18.
to choose varies between 2 and 4- i -mes

the number of spectral elements.
Remark.--We have just seen that for a given resolution

the number of points to choose is greater the more extended
the spectrum. Although the advantage of this method over

classical methods is greater the higher M is, one can consider
* icing it for the high resolution study of a weak spectral do-

- = • main, for example the hyperfine structure of a line in the
infrared. If M is of the order of 100, the number of pointa3 to take will be rew, in the order of hundr$ds.

D. COMPUTING METHOD

We constructed a program for computing Fourier transforms

on the IBM 704 In order to achieve a reasonable computing
time, the problem became one of finding a recurrence formula
for calculating cos 2ir, ni based on cos 2wqah. Indeed, com-

puting cosines by using either series or tables resulted in
prohibitive calculation times.

We used tho Chebybhev formula (321

cos (p + l)x 2 cos x cos px cos (p - l)x.

I . (The program 16 now in the IBM general libra'ry.

N-e
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If the cosines are computed to six significant figures, the

error between the value computed from a series expansion and
that obtained after 12,000 iterations is le, .. t-r 1/50,000.

Program Checking.--We have calculateA the F.'a. of a
function containing 24.5 sine-wave arcs of unit amplitude,

* and two points per period have been taken, the interval h

being taken equal to unity. The maximum height of the calcu-
lated function is fi in this case and not f/2 [see (II.5.b)
and (II.10)] because of the overlapping of the orders due toI ~the particular-chalm~ of k.

2qL - 1.066 X 49 - 52.2634. The number calculated by3 the machine is 52.2582, that is to say an error of the order
of 3/10,000.

The calculation is made in two parts:

I .-- During the very rapid first part, in each address the
value I of the interferogram at the point 6 - pk is replaced

PhI * by the corresponding value I A of the weighted Interfer"-
gram.

j. Then the calculation proper of tne F.T. begins. For each
new value of ffthe first cosine, cos 2vrk, is calculated using
series; the cosines which fellow are computed by a recurrence

formula and the sum

3B(q) = h[IA0+211 A cos2rqlh+...+2In A ncos2renh].

- is compute i. This calculation is performed in T - 0.8 x 10' sec
per input point, per output point.

If n points are taken from the interferogram and k spectral

densities calculated, the computing time will be t - 0.8 nk X

10" 1sec.U Assuming that it is necessary to compute the intensity

for three points per spectral element in order to facilitate

the drawing of the spectrum, the total time t in the most

favorable case is t -0.8 x 10- sec x 2H x 3N- 0.48 .0a sec

526
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and in the most unfavorable caseo t = Me lO" sec.

It is interesting to remark that these calculation times

correspond to the case where the r.T. is made from an inter-

ferogram containing no noise. In practice, to obtain the maxi-

mum s/n ratio, it is necessary to pick more points from the

interferogram, and the calculation time increase. This ques-._

tion will be studied in detail in Chapter V.

Note.--It suffices to calculate one point per-spectral

element in order to collect every bit of- informration contained

in the interferograrr, or M points in alI. But we have granted

that it was convenient to calculate Q points per element (Q

being at least equal to 3) in order to facilitate drawing the

spectrum. But, the spectrum is the convolution of a sequence3 of Dirac functions with the apparatus-function. The Dirac

t unctions are spaced 6a apart and have heights the M values

which were calculated prcviously (theorem of Dirichlet).* Since it is possible to perform convolutions with a

* numerical calculator (see Chapter IV and V) and since the cal-

culation is relatively rapid, one can consider calculating

intermediary pointb in making the convolution of the M Dirac

functiono with the apparatus-functio~n (limited to the domain

Swhere the lattcr has a non-negligible value). One would thus

obtain a reduction of the calculation time by a factor of Q.

We propose to write this as a computing program in the near

future.

13
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. III. REAL APPARATUS-FUNCTION

Undpr conditions attainable in practice, the spectrum..

obtained is always different from the one that would result
from the convolution of the spectrum under consideration with

the theoretical apparatus-function. The preceding results,

in fact, have been established for a beam of zero extent.

They are modified when the detector receives a line of finite
extent. We shall study these modifications in the case where
a diaphragm of finite dimensions is placed in the focal plane

5 of the exit lens of a Michelson interferometer.
We shall show that there results, as in the classical

method,. an increase in the apparatus-function, with a corre-3 sponding decrease in resolution. The study of the product

luminosity x resolution allows one to determine the best condi-

tions for using the instrument.
In general, the spectrum obtained when the source is re-

duced to a single linp of negligible width is different from

the real function defined above. In fact, an instrument is

never perfect and the precision of a measurement is always

limited. We shall study some of the causes of perturbation5of the apparatus-function, such as irregularity in the displace-

ment of the moving element and the maladjustment of the inter-

ferometer. Finally when the rourier transformiis Made by a

method sensitive to pha-e, the necessarily limited precision

of recording the zero phase difference causes 9 distortlon of

the apparatus-function.

1. APpARATUS.FUNcTION FOR A FINITE BEAM. WIDTH

Sevcral authors have already__been concerned with the form

of the diaphragm that has to be placed at the exit of a two-

5 beam nteorfcromcter 331 and with the dimensions it must bc

20
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given in order to have a suitable depth of modulation [34,35)1

or to measure fractional excesbes under the best conditions

(11]. We are going to consider this question with the view

-of using the Michelson interferometer as a spectrometer by

means of Fourier transforms.

The effect of the use of slits of finite width upon the

luminosity and resolution of a grating spectrometer or a Fabry-

Perot spectrometer has been treated by"P. Jacquinot and

C. Dufour (36] and P. Jacquinot [37]; the same study for the

sisam has been made by P. Connes [4]' These are the chief

results of the studies: a spectrometer with slits, grating

Uor prism is an apparatus which can operate at very different

resolutions, possibly very much below the theoretical resolu-

tion R0 . When R << R the product luminosity x resolution is

practically constant, and simply by cnlarging the slits, one

can increase the luminosity but lose in resolution. A state-

ment of the results is made easier by the introduction of the
reduced variables:

* R/R 0 ratio of the real resolution to the theoretical

resolution;

I rcduced diaphragm b,'eadth or ratio of the diaphragm

---width to the width at a height 0.404 times the maximum of the

theoretical apparat-us-function;

11 ratio of the real luminosity to the maximum luminosity

that c~a be obtained by increasing the opening of the diaphragm.

In the case of slit spectrometers, £r has a simple interpreta-

tion. It is the ratio of the real luminosity to tnat which can

be obtained in the abs.'nc,: of diffraction with slits correspond-

ing to I 1.

Figures 1, and 20 -Low tor the Fabry-Perot and the sisam

the variations ozr P, RoR, £r R/R0 as functions ot i. This

last product passes through a ma>imum for a normali-cd diaphragm

width near 1 and, for best results, these instrument:; should De

used near their theoretical resolution.

S29
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The use of the Michel-

i1/-____ _ son interferometer in
"spectrometry, like that

_ _of the Fabry-Perot etalon,
requires a circular dia-

phragm (entrance oi exit),
centered about the normal
to the mirrors and limit-

II •.in a bundle of rays with

Fig. 19. Fabry-Perot Spectrometer. solid angle 1 which is
g slightly inclined to the

normal. Under these con-

.ditions, the recorded in-

terferogram *(6) is dif-

ferent from the theoretical

_____ interferogram 1(6) and its

F.T. is different from the

th*Poretical apparatus-fune-

tion.

Pig. 20. Slsam. (1) Computation of the

_e.orded FLux anld of
th', Real Apparatus-Function.

The calculation of

the transmissed flux.< +(6) when the spectrum studied is reduced
to a single line Ol nc:g1lIble width, wave numbei ies and lu-
minance B is classical 122,24,289:

* (111.1) #(8) a BU rso64O/21" cus 2rao6[1 - (2/4*r)1;

SO - U is the beam width. It has already been shown 1381 that
using a finite Width h-3 ti:o con-cqucnwcc; widening the appara-

tus function, with eonscqu..nt lowering of resolution, and

U 30s
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Sdisplacement of the spectrum towards the lower frequencies.

The correction Au to--apply to the- calculated spectrum is

=A - a•l/4r.

Numerical Example.--As we shall see in Chapter VI, the

solid angle useable for studying at resolution 1,000, a spec-

trum about 1.5 p is 11 = raca = z x 16 x 10 steradians. Under

these conditions !14 = 6 XroG X 4 Y 10- = 2.6 cm".

(2) Determination of the Bust Conditions for Using the
Instrument
Rigorously, the width of the diaphragm to be used depends

upon the weighting function A(6) chosen. We consider two types

of apodization.

a. Weighting b,' a Triangle Function A(M) = 1 - (6/L).

The variations of S'r R/R0 and L, R/R0 are exactly the same

as for a sisam used with a diamond-shaped diaphragm. In both

cases-the apparatus-function is like that of a classical grat-

ing spectrometer with the sisam, it is necessary to choose a

diaphragm such that 1 = 1. Then R - 0.80 R0 and 4 M.0.82

9 (Fig. 20).

b. Weighting the Interferogram by A(6) = [1 -. (•S/L )Is.

The variation of R/R is then nearly the same as in the pre-U 0
ceding case because the two apparatus-functions have the same

width at mid-height; the variation of i is slightly different.

i U The product 4 R/R 0 still passes through a maximum for I very

near to 1. Under these conditions, the effective resolutior

again is R* =0.82 R0 and -= 0.87.(Fig. 21).

B. The angular field of the diaphragm is given by the rela-

tiono (II2) 0 = -0. FR.

Let us suppose that for the maximal phase difference L attained,

the rings in the exit plane of the objective have bright centers,

ii . 31
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Fig. 21. Var'iations of R/R 0 , Xr

and 4 R/R 0 in the I4TichiLlson Case.

the diameter of the diaplra93,a to bc used is very close toj 9/10 of that of the first bright ring.

(3) Uorroction to thn '.-Ilculated Frequencies

IThe wave number a ý.r the radiation for which the spec-
tral density, B, is calcu' ated, and the interval h of the
grating function occur e. a product in the calculation of

cosine. The wave numb, r a of th, radiation having the same
density B in the spectrum studled is related to a by

(ac = o'[ - (11,'4w)].

In taking as the value of h,, the interval of the grating

function, a n~umbcr such that a C: = a ;zh it is possible,
when ma1ini ti. r.T. numc'rically, to correct the frequencies
automat ically.

One is then led to choose
n (111.4) h -,h C/0- hi1- (0i41r)).
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We shall see a little later (S III.2.(4)) that to eliminate

the lead errors of a moving mirror, it i6 necessary to adjust

-the phase differences with a reference line reeo.ded at the

same time as the interferogram. In thiscase the interval h
of the grating function R,(6) [see (11.13)] is measured by
taking as unity the wave length of this reference line.

Now the reference beam has a finite width generally dif-

ferent from that uf Lhe beam carrying the signal to be studied,I ,Let us consider the case where the reference beam follows the
same path in the interferometer as the light to be analyzed
and let us call 0' the solid angle subtended by the diaphragm

in front of the reference source seen from the center of the
exit objective. The reference interferogram is a sine wave

corresponding to a signal of wave number ae a -(A'/4r)].
From this it can bc deduced that if h is the value of the

"period measured in the wave lengths of the reference line,

its exact value h' is given by
- "1;0 h[i - (0'/4u)J.

To correct automatically and simultaneously the fact that the

beam to be studied and the ref-rence beam have finite widths,5 it is necessary to take as measure h of the period which occurs

in the numerical calculating,

0 (II5) )1= h[1 - (0/40r)]/[l (1-/4r)

where, as 0 and I' are always small compared with one

./ f '-4 \(I I 6); =-:i -'-r )

SRemark.--P. Conne. 13"] csho•w-t h]at the phase differenceH variation ot interiering rays with anglu of incidence, which

necessitates limiting the width ot the beams, is useful when3 the exploration of tilit; pcctrum is made in spare (prism and
grating spectrograph, and spectrometers, Fabry-Perot used in
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U connection with photographing the rings), but is detrimental

when it is made in time (F.P. or Michelson photoelectric inter-

ferometer). If one inserts 4n afocal system in each of the two

beams of a Mlichelson interferometer, it is possible to combine

the relative displacements of the mirrors and of the afocal

systems in such a way that the apparatus no longer produces

fringes. The interference state is constant in the entire

space. Luminosity increase is practically limited only by the

aberrations, and the exit aperture if it cannot be completely

omitted will be considerably enlarged; all the previous con-

siderations about the variation of the product Ir R/R 0 are

I obviously no longer valid in the case where afocal systems are

used.

1 2. CUANGES IN THE APPARATUS-FUNCTION CAUSED BY DIVERSE
ERRORS •

(1) Effects of Imperfections in the Optical 'Components

As with the sisam, the aberrations of the entrance and

exit objectives, if they remain small with respect to the

angular diameter of the diaphragm, have practically~no effect

on the theoretical resolving power. On the other hand, laminar

defects in the inte-rferomcter (mirrors or trihedrals, separating

and compensating plates of a. Michelson interferomcter, lamellar

gratings of Strong's apparatus [13]) bring about a lowering of

Sthe modulation which varies, with wave length, whence a loss of

luminosity in the reconstructed spectrum which increases with

decrcasing wave length.

Viith gratinj or Pabry-Perot [31 cpcotrometcrs, ttbe apparatu.-

function recorded by imperfe•ct optical parts is the convolution

I of tho thcorctical apparatu•-function with a function represent-,

ing the surface faults. For example, with surface having a

spherical or cylindrical curvature, the fault function is a step

function which increases as the ratio of the sagitta to the

U 3
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II wavelength under consideration increases. This is a Gaussian
function in the case of poorly inicropolished surfaces. These

faults are accompanied by a lowering of the resolution and a

loss of luminosity.
In the F.T. method, it is the recorded interferoqram

which is the convolution of the theoretical interferogram with

the laminar fault function D(6). The calculated spectrum
finally is the product of the theoretidal spectrum by the F.T.

d(6) of the fault fun•ca.-D•6), i.e., in generalthe spectrum
will be attenuated with respect to high frequencies. There isfl no widening of the apparatus-function Jior lowering in resolu-

tion.
Example.--Consider, for example, the case of a circular

mirror havingj a spherical curvature, the sagitta being X/2;

that of the wave sur-face eil , be , which means that instead

of having at a given instant a well-determined phase difference

6, one has all valut: between 6 and 6 + A,0 The fault function

is a square pulse function of width X0 (Fig. 22b). The recorded

interferogram I'(6) (Fig. 22c) is the convolution of 1(6) (Fig.

22a) with D(6) and the spcctrum obtained will be the product

(Fiq. 22f) of the theoretical :ýpectrum B(a) (Fig. 22d) with the

funm;ion (sin ra/a )(ra/a ) (Fig. 22c), the F.T. of this D(6)

function which has zeros for a - k a•o calling aO - Wi.

~t ,-r.. ...

Fig. 22. Efft.et o ,a Spherical Curvature
(if the ,-urfacti.
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In practice, it will obvicouslY be necessary that the

magnitude of the flaws be small with respect to the smallest
wave length contained in the spectrum; this amounts to say-

ing that the maximal frequency aM of the :spectrum will beI. mall with respect to a 0 (Fig. 22e); under these conditions,

in the whole spectrum, the attenuation will be weak and vary

II little.

(2) Effect of a Maladjustment of the Interferometer

We distinguish the two cases in which the maladjustment

due simply to an initial poor adjustment of the optical compo-

nents remains constant or varies with the displacement of the

mirror (4).

A. CONSTAINT NALADJU!TUi-ENT. The effect of a constant

maladjustment is equivalent to a -urface fault. If the inter-
iferometur mirrors arc stoppe~d down by rectangles, and if one

of the Sidcs of length L is pcrpcndicular to the line of inter-

section of thc mirror planes w.hich mrakc an angle C (F g9 23),

then the two reflected wavc, front.. make an angle 2 c, and, at a

given instant,-the phase differencc varies betwcen 6 and

Fig. 23. Maladjustment of theI Intcrfcrometor.

|(4)The effect of a maladjustment upon the photoelectric

measure of a displacement has been studied by C. W. Stroke 1406.
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U 6 + 2CL (This is the simplest case). Here, by putting

A* - 2UL, one sees that the effects on the interferogram

and the spectrum dre identical to those of the sagitta X.;

the calculated spectrum is further attenuated by a factor
(sin aa) T/o

U B. VARIABLE MALADJUSTMtNT

If the movement uf the mirror is not a translation (as

I J the result of an imperfection in the ways, for example), there

is a variable maladjustment in the interferometer. Now one

must write that c, henci-A0 and a0,-are functions of 6; the

signal, corresponding to each frequency a in the interferogram,

is attenuated by a factor depending on 6 and a, P(#,6) =

[sin ra/ao(8)][ro/ao(6)]; the new apparatus-function will be

the F.T. of P(6). In contrast to the preceding case, not only

its height but also its shape can be modified, the change al-

ways being the greatest for the highest frequencies. A more

detailed inquiry into this case appears to be of little use

since there exists a method, due to E. R. Peck (411, which

removes nearly completely this3cause of error: the use of re-

flecting trihedrals, unaffected by a rotation about their
S-" vertex;

(3) Effect of an Error Ulpon the Determination ef the
Point on the Intcrferogram Corresoondina to a
Phase Difference 6 - 0.

We are going to-show that this point, called in what

follows the "zero point" of the interferogram, ought to be

located with great.precision (small error with respect to the

[ Hwave length studied)'3. Even a very small error strongly

(")This necessity disappears in the case where the F.T.

is made by a method insensible to the phase of the signals con-

tained in the interferogram: the use of an harmonic analyzer

.(Cont. on following page)
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I Iperturbs the form of the apparatus-function, which becomes

asymmetric and has important negative minima. Moreover its

shape varies rapidly with a so that in the case of a broad

spectrum the results soon become hard to interpret.

Suppose that we have chosen for the zero point a point

- which corresponds to a phase difference c. According to

whether c is p6sitive or negative, one makes the F.T., not of

1(6) (Fig. 24a), but of one of the two even functions repre-

Ssented by the Figures 24b and 24c.
ttm

iiea •

Al A f-. A

S•]Fig. 24. Effect of an Error :in the ChoiCe

4 u'of Zero-Point on the Interferogram:
a. c - 0; b. f ýO -;. c. 0 <O

(5,cont') like that conceived by P. Jacquinot (1] and made by

L. W. Mertz 1461 or of a numerical transformation of the type

S~~studied.i:n. S'11.203).

35
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BA. CALCULATION OF THE APPARATUS-FUNCTION

a. c > 0. In order to calculate the spectral density

corresponding to the wave number..a , in lieu of using the

equality

(111.7) B(•aI = 2 1(6) A(M) cos 2tv16 d6,

0F the following operation is performed

(111.8) BBI Ca 2 Y (6+0 AM cos 2re 6 M

To find the form of the new apparatus-function, it is suf-

ficient to consider the case where the spectrum is reduced

to a radiation of wave numbcr a of luminance B 1 1. Then

(M11.9) I(6+0) = cos 2ro (6+ 0 )+

I so that (111.8) can be put in the form

B'T(a) 2 cos 2wqoc A(6) cos 2,u6 acos 2 ,r 6 d6-

sin 2•o•0 e A(6u sin 2rcr 6 cos 2£w 1 6 d6].

We find the integral

2 A(6) cos 2rao6 cos 2r 16 dd0 (III.11) 1 [f(•0" * + f(o0-I-,))J

2 1.

-. which gives the two u:ual maxima of the apparatus-f unction,

the cosine transform of A(6) centered on a and - e (Fig.

25a).
On the other hand (Fig. 25b),

U. 39-
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(10

(C,

I2:. 2 Ap a , raLwU - l'unctionw When
T , , '. 1 ! a n E riU"' i tt t h e IU t e r mi n a -
L .,ni ul 6 U.

3 2 A(6i) sin 2wuauo o, 21rco1 d6

I p2! o a 0 + h(v o-a 1)]

U , (a ) l,.iln h ani odd funct it if, tl , ; transf orm of A(6 ), that

we :hall -call the apparatu. ,-lurnct i ,11 in sines:

"II ( II1. l .) ;(( ) 2 A(; ) ,iin 2vr6 d6

SS0.>.

Fig. 2.. -ilnc Transform of a Square-3 Pulse Function.
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It is the convolution of k(a), the sine transform of a square-

pulse function (Fig. 26) with a(a), the cosine transform of

A(6).

The spectral density calculated for wave number a is
-then

B'(a,) = [cos 2ra 0 c f(o -a0) + sin 2ra c h(o• -a) +
0 0 0 1 0

(111.14) + cos 2rao e f(-aJ -a ) + sin 2rOa C i(-o a).
1 0 0 1 0

The calculated spectrum is thus formed by the two peaks of

the apparatus-function

(111.15) F(o) = cos 2iro 0 c f(a) + sin 2a 0c h(a),

3.centered one on ao ,the other on --- a 0 (Fig. 25c).

The expression (III.15) shows that the apparatus-function

depends on the frequency analyzed i -n -the spectrum. The term

ac or c/A measures the error made in the choice of the zero
point divided by the wave length studied. When c/A is equal

to 0 or 1, F(cT) = f(a). When c/A is eqi al to 1/4 . i"e. , when

an error of a quarter of a fringe has bjen made, F(a) • k(a).
Between these two extreme cases, all intermediary ones are

possible. Figure 27 gives the functi-o F(a) for values of

c/A taken between 0 and 0.25. The asymmetry of the function

increases with the displacemcnt by translation of the princi-
pal maximum. In Fig. 28, the variation of the ratio C of the
height of the negative minimum to that of the central maxi-

mum for c/A varying from 0 to 0.25 has been studied. It is
interesting to note tho rapidity with which C increases for

low values of t./A (Fig. 29).

b. c < 0. Tht case where c is negative is easily de-

- duced from the preceding case. Fjr a given wave number a

Sand a given negative value .' of the error, thc.apparatus-

Sfunction

• , .... 41
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Ii -4.:

I

I
II •

Fig. 27. Different Forms of the Apparatus-Func-
tion for Different Values of the Phase Displace-
ment: Curve 1, c/A - 0; Curve 2, c/A - 0.042;

= 0.084; Curve 4• CiA - 0.126;

Curve 5, c/A - 0.168; Curve 6, /lk - 0.210;
Curve 7, i/l w 0.250.

" F'(o) = cas 2rac' t(a) - sin 2ar 10'I h(a),

is identical to the function F(a) determined for a positive

value of t1

5 .. F(a) = cos 2uac f(a) + sin 2we h(l),

under Vihe condititon that Iffell a I - we.

42 J
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iiC C- -

-/U - -

• U -- •• ej

SFig . 28 . Va 'iation in the Fig . 29 .
Asymmetry of the Apparatus-
Function With Phase Dis--
placement.

When investigations of an extended spectral domain are

3 made, c/A and, consequently, the apparatus-function vary con-

-siderably from one end of the spectrum to the other. Figure 30

I.

H Fig. 30. Deformation of the Apparatus-Function
for Phase Displacements Taken Between - 21 and

. ~+2t
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g shows the deformation of F(a) for c/A varying between -'1

and + 1.

f� B. PRACTICAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO TIE DETERMINATION
OF THE ZERO PHASE DIFFERENCE. When the spectrum studied is

broad, tV t interferogram in the neighborhood of the zero phase

difference has only a few fringes, the intensity of which de-

creases rapidly and (under the condition that the interfero-

meter used is very symmetric, hence, that t-he interferogram

itself is symmetric) the zero can be located with great pre-

cision. In general, the precision is limited for two reasons:

1*. in practice, on the ideal interferogram, there are always

superposed some fluctuations due to noise;

3 2. sometimes the very nature of the interferogram renders

the recording difficult. If the spectrum considered consists

only of some rather close lines in the neighborhood of the

zero phase difference, the modulation is practically constant,

and one is uncertain by several fringes.

One solution to these two problems consists in recording

simultaneously the interferogram to be studied (interferogram 1)

and that given by a source with an intense and broad spectrum -

I. (interferogram 2). Practically, one uses an incandescent lamp

and a filter isolating a broad radiation band in the same

domain as the spectrum to be studied.

When one studies an emission spectrum, there is no in-

convenience in replacing a portion of a fringe or an entire

fringe, in the center of interferogram 1, by the eoulvalent
part of interferogram 2. At the time of the recording, the

passage of the zero phase diffcrence is casily recognized. It

is enough then to replace the light coming from the incadescent

lamp by the spectrum to be studied. This question will be con-

sidered in detail in Chapter VI. The important problem of the

determination of the zero phase difference in the case where

I 44
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the interferogram is recorded with a time constant which makes
it asymmetric will be considered in Chapter V.

C. CALCULATION OF TIHE SPECTRUM BY A METHOD NOT REQUIRING

A KNOWLEDGE OF THE ZERO. We are going to show that it is

possible correctly to reconstruct the spectrum studied without9| being bothered about the position of the zero point, when

the interferogram is recorded for 6 varying from - L to L,

to make the cosine transform B' of the interferogram; to make

Sthe sine t im B'; and to take as the measure of the

spectrum BI / 12+B Suppose that the spectrum contains

only a single line of luminance B = 1, of wave number a the

spectrum obtained in this case• will be the apparatus-function,

3 The interferogram reduces to a sine wave having the form''

..... '-I) = cos 21or0 (6+c) = cos 2u'60 cos 2wra - sin 2wto6 sin 2wee.

5 It is composed of an even part 1(6) cos 2wee cos 2we 6 and
p

of an odd part Ii(6) = sin 2Irae sin 2u06.

B B(a) c-as 2x c AM6 cos 2re 4 cos 2iurd#

B ;() i 2ro, f AM6 sin 2xv06 sn2rob d*t -

'"o1This pr css is Used by J. G. Braithwaite and.

J.Boos15)
a 040
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S~ ~ ~ ~~Br -w /jB,'(0)j +IJ1ce)J' I ta'*1+Ita*).
~~ (III.100

The new apparatus-function 1f(1)W has the same width as the
.. usual function f(o). Hence the limit of resolution remains

U unchanged. However, this method has several inconveniences:

I. it requires a double displacement of the movable mirror,g which can become difficult for high a:Esolutions;

2. for equal time durations, the signal/noise ratio is

somewhat less advantageous (this question will be studied in

greater detail in the following chapter);

S_•3 the calculation time in the case of numerical analysis

is a little more than quadrupled (there are twice as many in-
put points and there are two identical calculations for the

* cosine and sine transforms; the calculation time of the
squares of the F.T. and of the square root of theirun tm o

i short compared with that of the F.T. th mselves).

(4) Effect of an Error Upon the Measurement of the Phase
Dif ference

The reconstruction of the spectrum based on the inter-
ferogram requires the knowledge of the phase ditference cor-

responding to each of its points. This is best accomplished
by simulti ieously recording (with a two-pen recording device

or a two-track magnetic recorder) the interferogram to be

studied and a reference signal given by a monochromatic r adia-
.tion of known wave length. The precision with which 6 is

known is then limited only by the noise in the reference

signal. In practice this last consideration does not matter

in problems with low resolution, the only ones we have at-

tempted experimentally up to now; so we have not undertaken

S46
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this study. However, iaving to produce and record this

reference signal prescrits a certain difficulty. Another much

-simpler but much less precise procedurce consists in recording

simultaneously the interferogram and reference time pips pro-

duced by the rotation of the drive screw( ). Still more

simply, one can drive- the screw and the recording paper by

synchronous- motors. Wc arc going to study the deformations

of the apparatr-s-function introduced in these labL two methods,

by mechanical errors. Our conclusion will be that they can beI used only to treat problems of low resolution, for example in

the far infrared.

The movable mirror's advance is never rigorously linear

because a screw is never perfect. It always has a periodic

error of period 0, the period of the rotation of the screw

0 =P/V, p being the pitch of the screw. We shall confine

ourselves in the following to the study gjthc "ghosts" intro-

duced into the calculated spectrum by an error of this types.

bocause it is by far the most annoying.

3 A. CALCULATION OF THE RELATIVE HEIGHT OF GHOSTS. In a

general way, 6(t) can be considered as the sum of two terms

S(Fig. 31), one a linear function of time, the other an arbi-3 trary function of time with mean value zero. 6 - Vt - |(t).

If f(t) is a periodic function of period 9, wo'can wfte It

U in the form of a Fourier series

tlt
f(t) Ea~ cos 2rt+ bn sin 2r E CCos (2mn3

I ... ("An intcrmnidiary prrecis'on method (buffi.cient for mid

or far Infrared) uscs a reterence signal provided by the moire

frInge. obtained wiTh two gratings, one of which is aittached

* .to the moving component.

47/
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When the error is purely sinusoidal
_ .. of period 9, only the first term

exists and

6i(l.7 = Vt + c o 1 t-4)

Let us take the time origin at

8 = 0; the expression (111.17) be-
e o-

Fig. 31. Variation of a
as a Function of t. 6 = Vt + C sin (2st,4).

Under these conditions the interferogram obtained with a mono-
chromatic source of luminance B, of frequency o*, can b* ex- ..
pressed as

(111.18) .(t) - I cos 2w%[Vt+ C sin (2wt/0)]

= B cos (aot + p sin wt),

where S1 = 2waoV (mean frequency) and 1 = 2re /)o (modulation

- Index).
One is thus led to the classical problem of studying the

. spectrum of a frequency-modulated sine wave ([431 p. 407).
This problem is familiar to radio engineers. It also occurs
in the study of ghosts of a grating which has been drawn with
a ruling machine. From this point of view it has been the
subject of several papers, the oldest of-which is due to
Rowland ([25] p. 97, [44), [45]). We are going to take it
up in our particular case and we do not limit ourselves to

S •,-the case where 1 is small in comparison with the wave length
studied, because the interferometer screws are generally of a5 quality very 1iftL-.LU Lu Lihat of the screws used in the machinc3

which rule gratings.

1:78
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Q Equation (111.18) can be put in the form-

(111.19) I(t) =B cosBact cos (P sin wt)

i ,- B sin (ot sin (P sin •tc).

Using the classical expansions of cos (p sin wt) and

sin (P sin cat) and noticing that J.n(Z) - (-I)n Jn(s), ono
gets

(111.20) 1(t) B j n(p) cos (10 + nw) t.
n 0

The spectrum of the signal studied is composed of the
principal line of wave number aO, and of an infinity of ghosts' :located on both sides of the principal ray, of intensity J
and of wave number a n W, n being an integer and A I#

interval between any two of these ghosts*

3 p being the pitch of the screw.
Since the Bessel functions become negligible when the

index is distinctly greater than the argument, the number of

ghosts that one sees is, in practice, limited. We can get an
idea of their height relative to the principal line by the

following comparisons.
Suppose that the screw is used in a machine ruling grat-

ings and that the gratings so obtained are used in a LittrowH mounting at grazing incidence (i.e., under the worst conditions,

the ghosts' intensity increasing as the cquar•e of the sine of
the incident angle). One can show that the relative he ight

of the ghosts obtained by the F.T. of the interferogram is
equal to the ratio of the am~litude of the luminous vibration

~ dift. ,eted in the ghost to that diffracted in the principal

I "49
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line whence equal to the suare. root of their relAtive *U_

iAL..U* It is5thus much greater.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE. Supposp that with an excellent

machine one can get gratings such that the intensity of the
first ghost for an incidence of 60' and a given wave length
Sis 10" times the principal line's wave length. Used to

record an interferograt, the same machine would haie yielded

for the same wave length a ghost whose relative intensity is

I 3.6 X10'
The~e facts give an idea of how much more difficult it

is to build a machine sufficiently precise to record an

.interferogram and to take a F.T. of it without recourse to a
reference line than it is to build a grating ruling machine..

B. EXPERIMENTLL STUDY. We didn't check these results

directly but we studied our interferometer's screw and we

* deduced the relative height of the ghost that we would have

gotten in taking the F.T. of an interferogram without using

"the reference line.
As a source we used the red cadmium line and we recorded

"the 14,100 fringes corresponding to a variation of phase dif-

ference of 1 cm. We measured the distances between every

hundred fringes on the recording with an estimated error of

one-quarter fringe; the displacement of the moving mirror

I .was adjusted to about 0.08 p. It was then possible to chart

the sýWrw errors (Fig. 32). A periodic error was clearly

disclosed with period equal to that of the screw whose threadE .aas 1 am; the error amplitude.was about c - 0.5 p.

The ghosts which one would obtain would be Aw i V/2fi
"5 c11 part. We computed the relative height in three dif-

forent cases.

As = 0.6438 pi.e., the interferometor is to be used

3 in tie study of the red cadmium line. The modulation index

to.d
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Fig. 32. Screw Errors.

$is 4.88. One must go out to the eleventh ghost to find an
intensity which is 2/10,000 times the, theoretic Intensity of
the principal line (Fig. 33a).

•As = 1.5 J49 j1 2. The line studied is in the near
infrared.. There are fewer ghosts (Fig. 33b).

IA 15 #- 0.2. Only three ghosts have an intensity
gr"ater-than 2/10,000 (Fig. 33c),

Figure 33 shows that the spectral interval occupied has

-•

width 100 cm us 60 cm- or cm according as the line

stuinedis in the visible,0 the near infrared, or the mid-infrared

part of the spectrum. If the limits of resolution are of this

order, one cannot, in practice, recognize the ghosts.

These results illustrate very well how necessary it is

Sto use a reference line when it is desirable to exceed a
resolution of the order of 100, in theivistble outi roar onfra-

LI1
* p
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Soson

[]~ ~~o GheS ~t osts

. I

"a. 4.86 AO = ",3./A - 15,31cm

g .. ..

@1W1

t ... ,

Ig
jJ Fig. 33. Fr'equencies and Relat:ive Int~en'sL1ties

of Ghost~s:

a. ,•3 4.88, A0 = i,43d.,;/ A, Uer0 '31 m

b. -2, .e,,m 1.570 8 pa, " ' 66,356 cm;

c. D"0.2, A'-e 15.708FUo 636.6 CM-1.
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IV. GENERAL NOTtS ON NOISE IN THE FOURIER
TRA..SPORM METHOD

In the introduction we.s'howed by a simple argument the

gain in the signal/noise ratio that could be expected for

equal resolution and measurement time by the F.T. method in-

stead of a classical method. Recall that this is true only
in the infrared region, where the fluctuations perturbing the
measurements originate in the detector itself and not in the

line -tudied, i.e., when the photon noise is negligible corm-

par~dwith detector noise.-

The noise problem of the F.T. method does not occur in

the same way as it does in the classical methods. In fact,
here, the result of the experiment is the interferogram. The

interferogram noise has the same behavior as the noise in the
spectrum obtaincd by a classical method, but the noise in the

---- t3fum--6btained by a Fourier transformation is the F.T. of

the noise contained in the interferogram and has a special

-aspect.
In this chapter we shall study the behavior of the noise

in the spectra. We shall show that the V/n ratio in the spec-

trum varies as the square root of the total measurement time T

and how one can predict the s/n ratio in the spectrum using

the s/n ratio in the interferogram.

1. CHOICE OF THE BEST CONDITIONS FOR RECORDING THE

INTERFEROGRAM. NOISE IN THEf INTERFEROGRAM

The procedures for recoriing an interferogram vary accord-

iag to whether one intends to make the F.T. of an intcrferogram

with a harmonic unciv..ciL or by a, numerical method. In the

first case one ,nak-ýs a continuous recording (for example, on

magnetic tape [1,46]). In the second case one can use eitherI " a pen recorder or a converting system which, at a~given instant,

I 53
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changes a voltage into a number written on punched tape #421.

Whatever method is used, the problems relative to amplifica-

tion of the signal furnished by the detector remain the same.

11 " Fellgctt was the first 'to insist updn the necessity of intro-

ducing only perfectly linear elements into the amplification-

detection system. We are going to distinguish several possibi-

lities according to the signal frequency to be recorded.

. .. If the detector used is a photomultiplier and if the
available energy is low, so that a long recording time is re-
quired hence a low velocity V, the electrical frequencies

contained in the signal to be amplified which we shall now

call Fourier frequencies are low (of the order of one cyclei

per second). One can then use a direct current amplifier.

a.. Lead sulfide cells have a non-uniform noise spectrum,

always maximum in the neighborhood of the zero frequency

(scintillation noise). *On-the other hand their response to

a modulated signal, uniform for lower frequencies, decreases

rapidly for higher frequencies (of the order of 1,000 cps).

Under these conditions the best s/n ratio for a signal occoy-rn " ing a given band width is obtained when the mean signal

frequency is of the order of 100 to 1,000 cps.

If the source to be studied is intense enough to permit

operating at such speeds that the frequencies to be analyzed

are of this order, an alternating current amplifier with a

sufficiently large bind width can be used. But in the majority

of cases the usable energy is low. The Fourier frequencies

* Iwill be very low, whence the necessity of chopping the lumi-

nous flux with a modulator (following the classical method in

infrared spectroscopy). The detection of the electric signal

n1ccs-arilv will have to be a synchronous detection (16). In

* fact, wo shall sce in what follows that with the F.T. nethod

U one can detect lines which give, In. the interferogpa. sine

*I54
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* r~due~e J -Mpd.-' " "

•Fig. 34. Schematic Diagram of the Recordiag
of an Interferogram. Captions: -

Signal lumineux = Light signal
Detecteur = Detector

- Ampli. selectif = Selective amplifier
Detection synchrone - Synchronous detector
Filtre passe-bas = Low-pass filter
Enregistr. = Recorder
Signal de reference - Reference signal
Modulateur- Modulator8.

waves whose amplitude is much smaller than the noise. But a
classical detection method (so-called linear) is in fact
linear only if the s/n ratio is much greater than 1 ([471 p.
359), hence the absolute necessity of synchronous detection.

The detector-amplifier system to use in this case is

exactly the same as the one Which serves to record the sDec-
trum in classical methods (Fig. 34). The electrical signal
"before synchronous detection is amplified in a selective
amplifier in such a way that the synchronizing frequency cor-
responds to the frequency of modulation of the light signal.
The band pass should be wide enough for all the frequencies
to be transmitted w'thout phase distortion or amplitude at-

[jtenuation. After synchronous detection, the signal passes
through a low-pass filter before being recorded. We shall
see that this filter plays a fundanientil r8le when the F.T.

is made numuerically using discretc values taken from the
interferogram. When it is made by a harmonic analyser (which

- I . uses the whole interferogram and not just discrete values)
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the s/n ratio in the calculated spectrum does not depend on
the time constant of the low-pass filter. The role of the
latter is simply to reduce the noite which must not saturate
the recording device. The spectral densities A(v) and 9(r),
corresponding to the frequency v of a signal before and after
filtering, are connected by the classic relation

(IV.l) %(,,) = A(Y) IG(,,)I,

G(P) being the complex gain of the filter.
If one assumes that the noise spectrum is constant in

the neighborhood of the modulation frequency (white noise)

fi with a noise density %, the power spectrum of the noise con-
t tained in the interferograi (or in the spectrum obtained by a-
classical method) has the form

S (IV.2) ()- lG(v).

In the particular case of a
S..resistance-capacity filter with

/ time constant RC = r

- (IV.3) -5/11 + (2wvr)*]
"do -. (Fig. 35).

2. APPEARANCE OF NOISE IN THE
Fig. 35. Noise Spectrum and CALCULATED SPECTRUMIts Evenl Part. The cosine transform, as

described in Chapter II, is a

linear transform. The recorded interferogram I'(t) is the sum
of the theoretical interferogrzam I(t) which we have been con-
sidering until now and the noise .,(t) which can be regarded as

Irandom luminance of mean value 2r-ro. The F.T. of I'(t) is the
sum of the 'spectrum Bp (&), F.T. of I(t), and noise X(t') which
is cosine transform of x(t); X(P) is 4 quantity of the same
kind as 9(p). It is a density of the random luminance

~ 56
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(luminance per cps'), with mcan value zero, which is superim-
posed on the spectrum. There is no signal-noise($) inter-

action and -to btu4'y the sum signal + noise, it is sufficient

to study the signal separately in the absence of noise, which
has been done in Chapter II, and then study noise. If one
represents the sum signal + noise C, i.e., the result of the

cO-sine transform of I'(t) as a function of the signal s which
would be the result of the cosine transform of I(t), one getsFig. 36 in which aX represents the mean square error of the

a •fluctuations in the calculated spectrum.

S .... There will be a certain definite pro-
_- bbability P, related to the shape of the

- - statistical distribution of noise, thatIthe measured signal A lies between
s + aX (Fig. 36, curve a) and s X
(Fig. 36, curve b).

6• In the study of a random variable,

Fig. 36. Variation two problems occur:-
of the Sum Function
Signal + N.•oi% as a 2ý. the determination of its autocor-
Function of the Sig-
nal When the F.T. is relation function, whence the calcula-
JMade by Referencing tion of the radius of correlation fromUthe Zero Point. which one deduces the appearance of the

curve representing the random variable;

13 2. the calculation of its mean power, again called variance.

18)Wc ;s,hall see in what follows that whero the spectrum

uhtaitted as thc square root of the sum of the squares of
the eusine and zine transforms of the interfevogram recorded

from -L to + L, as e,,.plained in paragraph III.2(3)C, theIstudy ot the signal/noie ratio is much more complicated.

I5
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Il A simple argument allows 6ne to predict the appearance
of noise in a calculated spectrum without its bping neceesary

to calculate the autocorrelation function. The 'noise x(t)

•ecorded on the interferogram between instants 0 and T, which'°1

we shall call oscillogram noise has no periodicity whatsoever

(Fig. 37a). Its radius of correlation is T. However, if T is

I

A A N
(C)

B Fig. 37. (a) Noise in the Interferogram;
(b) Signal in the Interferogram; (c) Noise
+ Siqnal.

U cbry., suific-intly 2ai(rc wýtit P 'pct to thl tinc .constant

7 v.Lih has' b,-cn used to , .(t), thcn pr1ctical-,,, one

can as.,LurAi (althoLugh)i in thco•,v, this ma', not be cetir'ely eiact)

that A(t) is a pcriodic de'sign of period T and can make a

classic Fourier decomposition of it (-1471 p. 307, 14b8). In

the interval (0,T), x() i-s raprcscntcd by the Fourier series

U ./
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IC n
(IV.4) x(t) = -R cos(2wv t-qn), with =

n=_0 2T n w

which we can put in the form

(IV.S) x(t) = sin 2n 3t
9 Icos 2 n 2T n

the coefficients A and B being given by the expression

" A n 0 x(t) cos 2r nt dt C C os

I and

B ,n = T x(t) sin 2vunt dt C• sin"O

. The quantities C and-9n or A and B are pairs of random co-

efficin its attached to each oscillogram. Thcv are such that

(IV.6) ="0, B =0 and A = B = CS/•.

The noise X(') in the spectrum, calculated from the interfero-
gram I'(t), is given by the expression

11 (IV.7) X(') T os[x(t)].

It is the cosin, tLansf oL ra of a function x(t) which can be

considered a sum ,i -,in% wavcs ot absolut'Lly rbitrary Zr,-

quencia , 5 n and phai-s in" To each sine wave there corre-

sponds in the spectrum, the F.T. of the noi-c oscillogram,

a lihe WI'"' i." t1bc c avc"Aut-.r of t hc Dirac fun.ctionf, cf
height C',,2T, with the apparatus-function corresponding to

the phase di.placcmc'nt in" Depending on the phase pn of thethn nhs " "
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Fig. 38. Spectrum Obtained From the Inter-
ferogram 1'(t).

corresponding sine wave in xCt), the apparatus-function will

have one or the other of the shapes represented in Fig. 30.

X(0) is thereforc a random tuxiction whosc radius of correla-

tion is of the orX'(er oi l,/T, ti.. width of the apparatus-
9)

fnjnction (Fig. 38)'9)

(Uthis when one has rmade an apodixitinn. Without apodi-

Ui• zation the radius of correlation of the noise is effectively

divided by 2.

* 60
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f . 3. STUDY OF VARIANCC AND S/N RATIO I IW IINTERFEROU"AM'
AND SPECTRUM

We shall call the ratio s/n in the interfcrogram, (s/n)i

for a. line of frequency v, the ratio of the amplitude 1; of
the corresponding sin'; wave in the.interferogram to the mean

square error ax of the fluctuations of the interferogram.

(IV.) x 2t),

P depends only on the luminance of the source, upon the width
of the beam and upon the detector used; it is independent of

the recording speed.

To calculatc the s/n ratio in the spectrum, w, ard goinq

Sto distinguish two cases, according to whcrhcr tho :.pectrumr

is obtained simply by making the cosine transform Lif a sym-

metric interferogram recorded for 6 varying front 0 to L during

the time T or by makinw, the complete Fourier transfrrm of an
interferogU-am recorded from - L to + L during the same time T.

(.1) Casz:c Where thel Fouricr Transform is Made by
Adictig he 'ero P1oint

We have se(en in Chaptcr 2 that the height of the corr.spond-

ing lino in th2 ,pet-ujn wa_. qc)T, q being a numerical factor,
the mea'n value of the apodki.Aing function A(t). It equals 1

when there is no apodization", 0.5 with the weighting fqnctionI3 A and 0.53 with the weighting function A2 . We shall call

thi, signal/noisc ratio in the computed spectrum the ratio

I, 1 which 1is rhc ratio of tlb. theoretical height of the

l kinl: .duitlatcd trono, ,a inc. wvav, of amplitude IJ in the. inter-

Sf origrai:i, 'co the nman square error ax of thp Aiuctuationa in

the comptited spectrum.

I (1V.9) a~1 ' (P) and (s/n)M cjjTUAcr

I_
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U The signal thus defined in the spectrum increases proportion-
ately with the duration T of the measurement; we are going to
show that aX(l) increases proportionately as the square root

of T, hence that the s/n ratio varies also as

A. CALCULATION, OF VARIANCE IN THE SPECTRUM. The fluctua-

tions aue to noise in the neighborhood of the frequency P in
the reconstructed spectrum have the form

' T
(IV.1) X(vl) = 2 x(t) A(M) cos 2, 1,t dt.

From this one deduces that

J(T (IT xt A(t)A(t') cos 22!u'1t cos, 2i' 1t' dt dtt

and, noticing that in this expression only x(t) and x(t') are
rari~om variables

C(XV4 1) -'

4 x(t)x(t') A(t)A(t') cos 2v ,t cos 2rt, 1t' dt dt'.

The function x(t)x(t') iL the autocorrelation function of the

noise in the interferogram. Its study rests entirely on a0 theorem of Khinchin: the cosine transform of the autocorrela-
tion function of a stationary random variable of order two is

its power spectrum. It follows that

p(O) = x-t)x(t,)= ) cos 2rPO dP, with 0 = t - t' and

(IV.12) ,-0 p(9) cos 2vfa dot

I
- - 63
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.p(P) being the evcz, part of the puo.koi Zpcctrurn e(s,) -,I ti.:,

noise contained in the interferogram (rig. 35).

From Eqs. (IV.12) one gets immediately the exprcssions
giving the density of noise and the variance of noise in the

interferogram:

(IV.13) (0) - p(O) dO and = p(O)

(S 0 (a') di'.

3 Replacing p(O) in expression (IV.ll), we get

4 P ( dp A(t)A(t') cos 2r', t cos 2writ'

[cos 2xvt cos 2"Lvt' + sin 2rvt sin 2rit'j dt dt'.

At tu,-t.:%paniding and co]l, ,:ting, the variance can be written

(IV.14) a X() I (V I [t) + ., (V C +

+ _(v1+V) + k (VI+i)j dr,

f(&,) dnd k(#,) being tho appa'atuc functions in cosinesc and

sines def ined in the prt ctdlrtg chapter. When the intcrferogram

has beeii rccorded through a filter, the spectrum SO() of the

noise that it contains is not constant as a function of the

frequency. But one can consider T(P) as constant and equal
In to 9(5,1 in a frequcncy interval which is large with respct

to thesize of, the, funct~ionf,!,(p,), anj ':|(a'). Moreover,

(IV.15) ft(,,) di = h3 (I,) d4 4 A (t) dt,

3 whence the new expression of the varlance

6 . 63
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Fig. 39. Square of the Apparatus-Function..
Exploring the Noise Spectrum.

U(IV.16) a (2 =(v) ( " fa(v -v) dy.

Replacing f2 (v -v) by 1.: f "2 (v -P) [see (II.7)], we -get

(.V-.17) 9- f p 1 ( : is '(Y -) d

X (I M PO.

100 = 4 f( -- ) doi

a result which may be stated thus (Fig. 39): the mean power

of -the noise in the spectrum is, within a factor of I TO the

chopped energy in the po.,cr spectrum of the noise contained in

the interfero,-ram times t1•e square of the normalized apparatus-

U/ function centered about v 1. The factor 1/2 comes from the fact
that the F.T. made under the conditions considered above is a

s ynchronoui dLtection and one finds the usual gain factor 1/2

each time a classic dctection is replaced by a synchronous de-
tection [49]. Indeed, we have L)cn that noise in the inter-

ferogram can be put in the form of a sum of even terms and odd

terms. When the cosine transform is made one detects only the

even terms. 4403 According to (IV.15) the term I (v) di can be put In

the for*

64
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Sf = d, . 2 Q T

Q being the mean value of the square of the apodizing function:

- 2T +~T A (t) dt

Thib is a numerical factor which is equal to I when there is

9 no apodiZing, 0.33 when the interferogi'im is weighted by a

* triangle function A and 0.406 with the weighting function

SA 2 ; (IV.16) then becomes

(IV.18) a = 2 Q r (v1 ) T = Q )(-s)_T

I We shall o,'v in the following chapter that the filter
it, always chosen in such a'way that the spectrum of the signal

under consideration is in a region where one can as a first

approximation identify Z(u I) with %(0) (noise density), in

under these conditions a can, whatever the frequency con-

sidered, be put in the form

S(Iv.19 a VrT07VT

The noise density z(O) :a; , quantity which depends only onIi the detector used. Whi _, cLanges the recordrig speed it

is necessary, of court- * ti.. molify the time constant of the

low-pass filter but, when doing this, one modifies only the

width.of the band pass of the filter and not *(0) (Fig. 40).

The spectrum (IV.9) then becomes

11 (IV.20) (s/n) " = V g/T •

Thu i.ui.uriLal Iactor C/V, which is the result of d-ividirg

the mean value of the weighting function by the square root

S •.65
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Fig. 40. Noise Spectrum for Two Values of
the Time Constant.

1.11of the mean value of the square of this weighting function, isI° equal to 1 when there is no apodizing, 0.87 with the triangle
weighting, and 0.84 with weighting by the function A2 .

I B. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS. From Eq. (IV.20) giving
the expression for the s/n ratio in the spectrum, we can draw3 three important cor clusions:

a. When, by the Fourier transform method, one wishes to

treat a given problem with a given resolution, the s/n ratio

in the reproduced spectrum varies as the square root of dura-

tion of measurement. Thus one meets again an absolutely general

result, common to every method. By making the comparison be-

tween the coefficients of proportionality in the Fourier trans-
form method with those of clacsical methods that one can prove

the superiority of one of the processes over the others.

Let us suppose that one wishc. to record with a classical

instrument the monchromatic line of negligible width which

will give a sine wave of amplitude 9 in the interferogram. We

assume that the Instru'ment has the same extent as the inter-

ferometer used as a spectrometer, that the transmission factors

I 66
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""'"rai " S "ctoI: r of, the Ele ,ica

-ig. 41. Signal Roc.orded by Fig. 42. Spectruma -Grating Spectromc-t.tr. of the Electrical
Frequencies Con-
tained in the Re-
corded 3ignal,

-of the two apparatu-suc. are the -ariie(10), that the two measure-

ments arc made with the sainc. dutector and that the resolution3 is the same in both ca..c!;. '.ndt-!r these conditions, the signal
reuuvded as a function of timr - re-produces the apparatus-function.
The maximum will have fl a- its hcli'ht, Let us suppose that we

have taken a time T to rc. cord a spectral interval equal to the
limit of resolution, that -z; to 3ay equal to the width of the3 . apparatus-function. In Fiu. 41 we show the apparatus-function

oi a grating -cpctro.metcr. The .t-r.quency..-spectrium of the

electric signal thus record.-d i,.• thio cosine transform of it;

it cxtcnds. from - 1//T to 4 .it/ (rig. 42). The ideal filter

to usc iot' recording undLr thc:.. conditions is a low-pass rec-
taragular filter having a modulus of gain equal to I for P taken
between -. ,/T apd + I/T and the power spectrum 3(v) of the

(*G)Tn ord,"r that tr, Liwi:,it-tancn bc. cqual to one, with

the blicheson int•rt 1'1•nIiL,1' u,, U *,L.u. u` the exit beam as

Sdescribed hervin and th,. it.f ,.,c-tod b u which is sent back in

the direction of thr souxcc. It -ujficc's then to receive the
U two b,.ams" on a cell ai-d to takc the difference of the two

clectrical signals 1161.

I. -
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of fluctuations inithe spectrum is thus
determined (Fig. 43). In fact one can-

i not make a filter whose gain curve is
'5 4 that of Fig. 44 (curve a). One cant use

" F�ig. 43. Ideal Fil a real filter having the same area (Fig.
trfor Us With 44,' curve b) and the power of the noise

Grating Spectrometer. in the spectrum stays the same even

though its structure may be different. In both cases the vari-

ance in the spectrum equals

(IV.21) a7. 00 dtis m(0) :i'v .

3.l)2x (0)

The s/n ratio in the recording then takes the form

s/n = p(l/%V/'(0))v/T. This expression is exactly equal to

that giving the s/n ratio in the computed spectrum using the

Fourier t'ransform method without apodizing (IV.19). Thus h.
it is a question of studying a single spectral element, the

classical methods and the Fourier transformation method give.

the same result.

0 VaJ.c Vr V

Fig. 44. (i' Thuoivc:tical Gain Curve; (b) Gain
"- Curve of a Real Filter Having the Same Area as

the, Theoretical Filter - 174 T; (c) Gain
Curve of the Filter Used.

II 68"11
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Notice that, with the real filter mentioned above, the

high frequencies in a spectrum undergo inadmissible attenua-
tion and phase displacement. 'In practice, in order that: the

attenuation and phase displacement of the high frequencies do

not exceed a certain amount which has been fixed in advance,

one uses a filter with a band pass which is much larger (Fig.I - •44, curve c). Then the power of the noise in the spectrum is
higher, but one can perform a smoothing operation on theU spectrum and for all intents and purposes find the same re-

sult-s as before.

When the classical spectrometer used is not a grating

spectrometer, the spectrum of the frequencies is no longer
nccessarily zero for frequencies above I/T but, the record-

ing time of a spectral element-always being T, the maximal

frequency of the electrical signal that one may transmit with-

out deformation is always of the order of I/T and the preceding3considerations z ,iain valid.

Let us now suppose that we wish to study a spectrum contain-

Ing M spectral elements. If one wishes to keep the same s/nI ratio by the classical method, the duration of the measurement

will b..;come MT. But foa a total duration of measurement equal

B to MT, the s/It ratio iii L,-. ý.p.etrum obtained by a Fourier
transformation, accoirdiaig to (IV.19), s/n 13 (l/v'•-OT70 .

Hence we sec the gaiin of .'T in the s/n ratio that the Fourier
transform method pel.niits one to obtain with respect to classi-
cal methods in the sudy of a problem with a given resolution

and a given duration of time.

b._ The si'n ratio in the spectrum is independent of the

time constant of the filtei through which one has recorded

. the interferogram. This is a result to be compared with the

fact that in the classical methods the precision of the meas-

Surement, but not the s/n ratio, is Independent of the time

"constant which has been used to record the spectrum.

'. 9
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c. For a measurement time nqual to T- the s/n ratio in

the spectrum varies with the type of apparatus-function chosen.
It is maaYlmum when no apodizing has been done. It is lower by

.,a factor 0.87 when the weighting function is a triangle func-

tion and by 0.84 when it is the function Aa. Weighting the
interferogram improves the shape of the apparatus-functionI but brings about some losses in resolution and s/n ratio.

This weakening in the s/n ratio is moreover, slightly lower

than what one gets in optics by using absorbing apodizers in
the presence of photon noise and a fortiori in the presence
of detector noise. The simple argument which consists in say-iing that in the case of numerical apodizing used on an inter-

ferogram, one does not diminish the s/n ratio because the

signal and the noise are divided by the same /actor or because

the number of photons received is not diminished, is there-
fore not correct.

I- C. CALCULATION OF 61, RESULT OF DIVIDING THE S/N RATIO

IN THE SPECTRUM BY THE S/N RATIO IN THE INlTERFEROGRAM. 4t, the
Sratio of (s/n)s to (s/n)i, can be put into different equiva-

lent forms which we shall discuss. In general

(IV.22) i W IT q T.

Theoretically, the interferogram could have been recorded

"without a time constant, without the s/n ratio in the calcu-

lated spectrum varying. Under these co-nditions, -the ipean3square error cr of thc'flucftuations in the interferogvam will
j. infinite and 61 will also be infinite.. -In practice the

l.nttrferogram is always recorded through filters, and now we

arc going to show that the quotient 0/cx is nearly propor-

tional to. the inverse of the square root of the time constant

. of the fliter used.

70
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If the low-pass filter is an RC filter, the variance in

the spectrum in the neighborhood of the frequency P - 0 has

* the form
(IV22= 2 Q T %p(O)G(IV.22b) °Xao "Q~(

X(O) p

SThe variance of the interferogram is given by

a +1 di D(0)

Sx - 0~l+(2rar)"

- whence "

(IV.23) 4a Q T r

X(O) nQv

3 ( 1 1 )There-is-a very simple way to arrive at this result .....

directly without using relations (IV.14) and (IV.17) which bring

in the convolution of the noise spectrum with the square of the
apparatus-function. Although the calculation is simpler using

this procedure, the first way of looking at tth problem is still3 very useful in order to understand it physically and to treat
the casi of noise in the numerical F.T. as will be done at the

beginning of the following chapter. -

The functions y(t) and X(P), being reciprocal F.T., are
related in the following way

(IV.24) (t) dt X() dv
0 ~0

In our problem, the noise interferogram has been weighted by
' the ,function A(t) in such a way that y(t) - x.(t) A(t), x(t)

being the noise in the interferogram. The f3uctuations X(P)
in t!te spectrum obtained from the recorded interfcrogram.with

the filter of gain G(P).are related to those that one would

have in the spectrum obtained from an interferogram recorded3'without the filter Y(P) by relation
(cont. on following page)
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and so we have

QT

The variance in the spectrum in the neighborhood of frequency

II Phas the form

(= 2 T z() (P W/ (0),
~X(1) p 1 X,@) p I P.

which we can also write as

X(1) 1.(21P T)' 2X(O)

(ti1 cont)

IX00)l' dp 3 IY(s')I* IG(P)I dr.

Hence (IV.24) may be written

(IV.25) x x'(t) A2(t) dt = IX(v) lG(v)I dj.
00

. .Let ora be the variance in the interferogram and a the variance
x x

in the spectrum in the' neighborhood of the zero frequency.

Noticing that A (t) and IG(,)I1 are quantities which vary very

- . slowly compared with-x2 (t) a id Ya') the relation (1"V.25) be-L "

5 comes

(IV.26) or 2) A (2)lt , as "IG(,)I' d 62(O) IG"(P)Isdr

since the I 11t, , dr;-r, has uscd unit gain at the zero fre-

quency.

Calling Q tLe wi ain value of the square of the Apodizing

function and replacing I0(01)I by its value 2/Il+(2haeT)`I,1Ofle

concludes Q T =C a /47, whence a , 4 T r., an ox-
x X(O . XO) n

pressrcn equivalent to(IV.23). . -

/72
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The expression

3 .. 
* () +2(IV.23b) .2 4 Q T) t a

allows o'e to calculate the variance in the spectrum in the

neighborhood of any frequency whatsoever as a function o th'e

variance in the interferogram.
The -ratio 61 varies as the squate roct of the ratio of the

duration of measurement to the time conztant of the filter

It suffines to increase T in order to make it as large as one

wants. Let us take the case where the F.T. is made without

apodizing: q/,.'Q then equals I and a = 0.5 --!T•--f. . .

T = 4 x 104 T (which results hn an interferogram recording last-

ing three hours if thr! time constant used is T = 1 see),

A = 100. We deduce from this that in order to have the s/n = 2

in the calculated spectrum it is enough that the s/n ratio in

the interferogram by 1/:O. The corresponding sine wave will

be totally invisible in the noise. Hence one mqWt be careful

not to stop recording tht. interferograms when one no longer

sees fringes and when one has the impression of recording only

noise.

D. EXP;iRTMJBU1TAI, Vf.iLTIIC'10;UOS. Our experimental verin-

-.f.ications have been conceriwO ,,ith three precise points. By

Smeans of a synchronouz.- Qrecti,: amplifier and low-pass filter,

described previously, wc have i-..c'nded the fluctuation of a

lead sulfide cell. We calculated the correlation function of

the fluctuations x(t) and their spectrum by making the cosine

transform of the autocorr, lation function. Then we compozed

a synthetic interferogram by adding a Ainc wave of known

period and amplitude to the noise under con:ideration and we

made the F.T. of this interferogram. Thus we have been able

5 to verify the agreement between the predicted s/n rand the

s/n measured in the spectrum, as well as the variation A with

the s/n ratio when one passes from the interferogram to the

"spectrum.
73
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a. Correlation Function and Noise Spectrum in the

Interferogram. We wish to verify that no other sources of
noise have been introduced other than those considered and

that we would be able to calculate Ot frein the expression that
we had when the interferogram was recorded through an RC filter.

-We chose r - 2 see (Fig. 3/a). The recorded fluctuations have

a mean square error a 37.5 u, u being the value of an arbi-
trary unit which serves to measure the deviai-1ons on the re-

jJ.� djrgherc mill3meters). The correlation function

computed by the IBM-704 calculator (12) .

-_ If the recording time of x(t) were infinite, its auto-

correlation function p(O) would have the form exp (-t/T) (Fig.

46, curve a). Since the recording time is limited, p(Q) is

- s510hitly dff fdreft f -om cxp (-t/i) and the--f-ri- Vicfeases as

If2lIt Is possible to calculate the autocorrelation

function of a function f(x) which is known to have a bounded

freque.ney spectrum af.width AP using equidistant discrete
,Values of this function. It is sufficient to choose the dis-

tance 1: between two points in such a way that the repetition

ir crcquency I/2/: of the ,.pectrum of the frequencies of the ncw

lujiction thus defincd, iL equal to or greater' than 2 A& If the

jj Ir.qucncy spgctrum of I(x) is not bounded, thc approximation

with which one calculates its aiutocorrelation function by this

Srmtthod is' better the smaller 1: is. The complete discussion of

L UthIL question is similar to the onc that will be made in the

1ollowing chiaptcr to dct.rmit," th-, di-tancc P between two

point!; pie] -.d from the intricrugram in order to have the ma:ýi-

mum 'n ratio when one makes a numerical F.T. Figure 45 shows

a lunttion f(...) and its autocorr-lation function Cf(x) computed

. numerically using discrete values of f(x). TheLr is perfect

aur.eement between the calculated and predicted Cf(x).

74.
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Sig. 45. Illustrating the Calculation of
the Autocorrelation Function C,(x) of a

,3 Function f (x).

T/Ir decreases. Curves b and c of Fig. 46 show p(e) for T/r =
- 90 and T/A 180. Thk. fluctuationa are cot, siderably reduced

in the second case, as predicted. The cosine transform of p(O)

gives the power spectrum of the noise x(t) (Fig. 47, curve b).Li It departs ]ittle from the theoretical curve (Fig. 47, curve a).

b. f _N io in the "aL.ulated Spccttui. We made up a

theoretical -nctjfi' rogramin 1(t) (Fig..,37c) formed from the

superposition of tle poi-tion of the noise x(t) such that T/?3- 180-thls was -i( di&"-_. d erioe:--and of a sine wave

I(t) 37 coý r..6St (Fig. 47kl).

I 75
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rig. 46. Autocorrelation Function o1 the.Noise

in the Intorferogrami.

Fig.-- 47 os-oe'pct nteItr
- *,- -- '-4

S. 6
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Under these conditions the s/n ratio in the interfero-

gram equals* 1 and it is practically impossible to distinguish
which of the two graphs 37a or 37c is pure noise.

- The spectrum B (P) of I'(t) has been numerically calculated
by choosing h = 1.2 (Fig. 38). We shall see in the following

chapter that the s/n ratio in the calculated spectrum is then

98/106 of the maximum s/n ratio that would have been obtained
by using every value of I'(t). The formula (IV.20) permits

SIthe prediction of (s/n) 5 . According to Fig. 47,

- p(0.0,S) -- 4,950 u sec, where (s/flS)= 37 x 0.64 x

I.I ,~ f I,360 5.91. I
v2x4,,950

The s/n ratio measured n-t-he spectrum equals 6.4. It has
been obtained by taking the ratio of the measured height of

the line at P = 0.1 to the mean square error of the fluctua-
tions in the spectrum. This mean square error is the mean

value of the square of the fluctuations in the neighborhood

of v = 0.1. The noise sample has been chosen sufficiently

long so that X() 0. Under these conditions the calculated

a X equals 1.,2100 u sec. Notice that the formula (IV.19) allows,
one to predict

a" X 0 V.406 x 2 x 4,950 X 360- 1,200 u sec

"The theoretical signal has the value

s - q 0 T = 0.r' x x7 :C wO -7,059.6 u sec

It is probable that the measured s/n ratio lies between the

two limits (s + a X a = 6.8 apd (s - aX)/ GX -4.9. We found

it equal to 6.4.

-77
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c. Variation in S/A Ratio in Paising From the Inter-

S.feroaram to the Spectrum. The s/n ratio in the interferogran

being equal to 1, the measured value of £ is equal to 6.4.

Its theoreticasl value can be calculated using formula (IV.22)

which gives

A 0.53.x X .360- S. 5..

(2) Case Where the Fourier Transform is Made Without
SLocatina the Zero

We showed (§III.2(3)C) that it was possible to reconstruct

the spectrum without knowing the zero point of the interfero-

gram. It is enough to record the interferogram for 8 varying

between - L and + L and to take the square root of the sum of

the squares of the sine transform, and the cosine transform, in
other words to make the complete F.T. We propose to study the
signal/noise ratio in the computed spectrum by this method and

to compare the results with those obtained in the case where

only the cosine transform is used. When one takes squares, one

introduces nonlinear elements and one can predIt that it will

3not be sufficient to consider separately the F.T. of the inter- -

ferogq-ih without noise and the F.T. of the noise; there will be

* signal-noise interaction.

We shall suppose that in the .two.cases the measurement

has lasted the same total time T. In the absence of noise the

* two methods are strictly equivalent. But the study of the

signal-noise ensemble is mueh more compleA when one takes a

complete F.T.

In-the first place, the noise in the calculated spectrum

"has a Caussian distribation. Its me.an value is zcro. We have

- called "signal" the height s of a line obtained in the absence

of noise taken from a particular interferogram. We designate

by.p the variance va in the spectrum in the presence of noise

* (a quantity that one can measure in a spectrum by making the

I./
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cig. 49. Appearance of a Spectrum Calculated
by Taking the Cosine Transform of an Intcr-
ferogram in Which the Zero Point Has Been
Located.

mean square of the fluctuations in a region where there is no

line.) (Fig. 48). There is a definite probability P that the

number ; measuring the height of the line lies between the

s + p and n -,/_, i or any s. In other words, the operationB is perfectly linear anrd the mean square error of the fluctua-

tions in the zpectruni it. independent oe the signal. Figure 51

shows the variation A'l ) as a function of s/y'•. Curve a

represents the incan value of the signalAl = s.1p. The

curves a',j/%' = (,./ 'p) + 3, and a" ,./vp = (s/vj) - 1,

mark the two limits between whidh there is the probability P

of finding the value of t},b measured signal divided by . We

have called the signal/noise ratio s/n the quotient s/v'-.3 . If the complete Fourier transform is taken, the results

are different; in order to compare the two methods more easily,

we are going to express the quantities that we shall callI. sianal and noise in this case as a function of s and p. Being

given the signal-noiL.c, interaction, one cannot, when makingU the complete Fourict transform, deal with the noise alone and

then with the sigr,.a-noic cnsemble. It is necessary to treat

the signal and the noiL,, to gether and from them to deduce what

Shappens in those tegion* of the spectrum w here the signal Is

zero. Here are the priincipal results that we put in evidence:

7
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V. ',e

UFig. 49. Spectrum Calculated by Taking the Cor-
plete F.T. of the Same Interferogram as in Fig. 48,
but in Which the Zero Point Has Not Been Located.

i_*. In regions of the spectrum where there is no line (Pig.

49, section ab), the noise is a random function J(P) that one
can consider as the superposition of a constant nonzero com-

ponent T = v and of a fluctuating part z'(v) of mean valw

zero zl() = 0 'and of mean squ-re value z'(v);

2. The number •measuring the height of a line in the repro-.

"" duced spectrum no longer will be simply a number taken between

s + a and s - a, a being a mean square error to be deteritrd..

Each value A can always be put in the form

H (IV.27) m + z

m being the mean value of A? and z bcing a random function of

I -mean value zero. But the important fact is that m no longer

is equal to s and, moreover, is a function of p. On the other

hand, =7 is likewise a function of s; the mean value m becomes

an approximately linear function of s when s/ » >> 1.

Let us state the meaning of m. If one calculates an in-

finity of spectra using an infinity of interferograms recorded

under the same conditions (constituting an infinity of experi-

ments belonging to a singlc category), the numbers A measuring

I the signal corresponding to a certain frequency YI in each

spectrum group themselves about the value m, mathematical ex-

pectation of i.e., E 0 ,

so
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We shall call "signal" in the case of the complete F'.T.,

the difference in - , i.e., the height of the line above the

mean value of the noise (Fig. 49) because it is effectively
U this quantity which will be accessible to the experimenter.

The signal/noise ratio-in the calculated spectrum is measured

by the quotient (m - J)/V .

A. STUDY OF THE SIGNAL-NOISE ENSEMBLE. We shall study
the signal-noise ensemble at each stage of the reproduction

of the spectrum by assuming that the sine wave in the inter-

ferogram corresponding to the frequency under consideration
U has a displacement 4 with respect to the origin, as was as-

sumed in the preceding chapter. The final result clearly

ought not to depend on *' 0 We shall then study successively

Sthe results of the cosine transform of the interferogram , of

its sine transform, and of the square root of sum of theH squares of these two transforms.

a. Cosine Transform. The height of the line resulting

I ! from the cosine transform of the interferogram, if there is

no noise, will 'be (§II.2(3)C)

(IV.28) se s cos •"

The corresponding value of a cla4-ulated spectrum sc can be

put in the form

(IV.29) c= s cos ýoI x(#' ).

We haveý seen beforc that the noise recorded on thf interfero-

gram can, be considcrcd as a laS1p('CptO:; vz, •,f sine waves of

random ainplitaid,- azi phase an,, AA.': caa. .'lite. that the-noibe

Scompon ent at the frequency P h. s the form (14 71 -p . 351)

y(t) M • cos(2,v t-0)

C C
-• c CO COS _z.t + y - sin q sin 2,r t
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in such a way Vhat the resu,,It of the cosine transform of y(t)-.
is written ..

X(v1) =61 cos $.

This is a random variable whose characteristics, mean value

fl and mean square error, are the same as those of the quantity
S .X(.v), the cosine transform of x(t) for the different values of

Pf13 .

Then.one has
2 2 a 2

(IV. 30) A cos P = 0 and aX( ) 61cos (p;/2 p.

Let us suppose that we can record an infinity of inter-

ferograms under)I th same conditions and that we plot on a

graph the values (3c measured from each spectrum obtained from

each interferogram. The curve joining these points will have

the general shape shown in Fig. 50a. The values of dC group

- themselves about the mean value Is cos #,,.the mean square error

of fluctuations being equal to

I b. Sine Transform. Obviously the results are analogous,

and in the same way one can define

(IV.31) 2S -ss in~ + d-sin9

with

and h1 sin p (Fig. 5Ob).

13 )The means o. .(v) ,ill bc tal.rn from an infinity of

trials, i.e., an infinity of values X(v,) obtained by making

the cosine transform of an infinity of interferograms recorded

under the same conditions. One has the relation RX 1) -CX7

0.I% 82
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c. Sum of the Squares of the Sine and Cosine Transform.

SThe square of Ac has a constant component and a fluctuating

component of mean value zero.' The two quantities which areH interesting to consider are the constant component which equals

and the variance of the fluctuating part, I.e., (Jc -

(Fig. 50c):

IZi 5 C0 os• • +at* Cos ( + 2 s e, cos 2co

3 whence

(IV.32) c = s Cos* 00 + P.

SThus the mean value of depends not only on s and one, but

also on p, hence on the density •M0 of noise in the interferogram.

The fluctuating part has the value

I _ J2 . 6 cos• 9 - p + 2 2 i cos* Cos V.II __

its! variance is then-

NI.'3 W- "" 4 QCos 4 4 + PS+ 4 s 2Cos 2o Cos a -p 20 4128coos•9P.

02022 4 4 4

S(Iv. 33)(6c-hc)=aos.p' +s s*aco'2 ~~9

One can evaluate the term 614 cos 4 9 using the following clas-

sical theoerem.

If x(t)'is a Laplacian stationary random function of iftean

value zero with autocorrelation function C(r), i.e., such that

x2 - C(O), the autocorrelation function of its square x8 (t)

can be written vaI} 1

"(= 2 . + C(0).

From this one deduces that

x 4 () a3 C8 (0).

,i 84
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In our case since 6ti cos 2 q p, Ps cos 4 l 3 p , (IV.33)

takes the form

3 (IV.34) J - )' 2 p + 4 p S2 COS",o.

The fluctuations will be the greater for greater p and also-

for higher signal. The rclations (IV.32) and (IV.34) show

the signal-noise interactions very well.

In the same way one calculates the constant component of

s and the variance of its fluctuating component:

(,IVS,35) ' = sin - 4,0 + p and
s

- S)= 2pm' +# 4ts~n!

(' s = (Fig. SOd).

In forming the sum s23 + the constant components are
c 5'

added together while the fluctuating components add their

variances'. tHence one has

(IV.36) + 2! p and

(A* - 8)3 - 4p + 4ps 1  (Fig. 50e).

d. Calculation ot 0. In the last stage of the calcula-

Stion, the square root ofcS3 remains to be taken; we propose
to determine the mean value of 9, say m and /Z the mean

square error ot the fluctuating component of . as functions

Sof sand of p.

In ordcr to determine these quantities, we are going to

mnalu use o1 thiC _twuLrelations (IV.36) in which we are going

to replace AV and S3 by- theiz, v-alues as-functions of m and z

(IV. 37) 42 = ma + 2m + -+ z a ma .... (Fig. SOf)

and according to (IV.36),

9 85
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(IV.38) m + Z 2 sI + 2 p,

(IVm 29 11z 2  (S 3 2 ,

-(IV.39) (;a - &=)z 2 [12 - (s0 + 2 p)jS

2 22 2
= - 2 -;,,(s +2 p) + (s +2 p)= = 2+2 P).Ii After replacing . by its value as a function of ma and z we get

4 4 2 a8' m4 + 6m z + Z4 .

We can substitute for m4 and m2 their values as functions of

s -cno p taken from (IV.38) and noticc that z = 3 (zT) . he

second equation (IV.36) can then be written

3 (IV.40) (z2 ) - z (4 p + 2 s ) + 2 p; 4 2 P a = 0,

"from which one deduces

(IV.41) " =-p + S a A 2 p, s + 2

3 /. and

(IV.42) p (s 4 + 2 p s5 + 2 p

The rc:sults arc gathcred together in Fig. 51 (curves b, b", b")
in which we reprcpentcd ;.S/,p as a function of s/vp', i.e., of

thu Lioal,/raeois, ratio in the spectrum which would have been

obtainc'd .,.imply by:'making the cosine transform of the same-
intcrlrogram in which one would have located the zero point.

l Curve b iitdicatcs the variation of nV/% as the function of

/. P.and t.• curv-' b" and b" the limits between which there
. i I V i r: L-L f -, IJA irnq t. 1 .... aeasuredc valuc V -

3 z ew i',=ia~iitcly, that', in the presence of noisc, m is

not a linear function of r. To bc prccise, we aro going to

begin by examining the two e.tremc cases, one where the signal

- is "zero s 0S ) and one where s/ is large.

a . 86
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de_ If

3 2 - -- p (/12 1/I ' ,," " ,4 ./ , " - "

SThis means that in a place in the spectr'um where there is no

line (Fig. 49, portion ab), onv sees noipe made up of a can-

-mponent which has me an square error (2 v21|•

- ,p - . ,1p

F.e., 4/5 of the mean square error of the fluctuations in the
-Spectrum calculated by tahking the cosine' transforn of theminter-Tfhis mam n.taorded fnom 0 to L. se

ln (i 47), e
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2. s/,/p is Large. If p/s2 can be considered as first-order
infinitestimal, the relations (IV.41) and (IV.42) become, by

neglecting terms cf the second order,,

z =2 P + s - s2 [1 + (2 P/s2)11/2 =pi m = s + (p/2s),

Hence for lines which would appear-with a large s/n ratio in

the spectrum calculated by the cosine transform of an inter-

ferogram'in which zero phase difference is located, the complete3 F.T. gives an approximately linear result and the mean square

error of the fluctuations which affect'7 is then the same as3 in the first method......

3. Values of. s/%,v in the Neighborhood of-'. It remains to
i examine the intermediary cases, for values s/v"' in the neighbor-

hood of 1. The signal m - j is weak and does not vary propor-

tionately to s at all.

'To s/n ratios of 2, 3, 6 in the spectrum that one would

t obtain by taking the cosine transform (lines of frequencies

V13 ' 1 2, • in Fig. 48) correspond thN signal/noise-ratios of

I .1, 2, 5 in the spectrum that one would obtain by taking the

complete F.T. Ufrequencies .,v 1 -' P3 in Fig. 49).

iiB. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATIONS. These have been carried

on. only in the case where s = 0. They have been made using

the recording of noise x(t) of which one part is represented

by Fig. 37a and which has beeA used for the experimental veri-

fications of the preceding chapter (§III.l(3)); candGs

Scosine and sine transforms of x(t), are represented by Figs. 52a

and 52b. The calc-ulated band width equals 0.1 cps, i.e.,

20 tim•cs the correlation radius of :"ise. The values of the

crests lie between • 8 u c'c 0u being on arbitrary unit) and

the mean square errors measured have respectively the values
p1 - 4.25 u sec anid a| =4.20 u iec. The function. ,c

42 u an.. .
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Fig. 52. Study of the Complete FiT. of -an....I - nterferogram Containing Only Noise.

s|(Fig. 52c and 52d) have respectively the mean valueloc
I 18.06 u| secl and 9s - 17.79*ut see , very similar values.

If •c and •shad been calculated on a frequency band of infi-

nite width, the variancesi 2 nd& would be exactly equal.

The mean value of the sum, 30 + -', 35.95 u3 recs.

From the conclusions of the preceding paragraph 'th' Ere-
Sdie~ted value of the variance of Qh2 fluctuations of-Y ,. -. S

would~ be' wrte 2 p: + 2 p: - 1,296 u' see'.
" The same quantity measured in Fig. 52c equals 10240. u8 see8

•]., The predricted value of the mean of ly is -m _-_ (R/• L/

•']• .4.9 u sec and that of, the mean square error of the fluctuao

tions of -in is

/(.m)- V"Ip -2 ) 3.2,u sec. •b
SThe sawe quantities measured in Pig. 52d hive the values

aI 5.2 u see and if(• a)' 2. 9 u sec.

I1
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teC. CONCLUSIONS'. We are now in a position to compare
the two methods more completely than in the preceding chapter.

The second method is never strictly linear (in the same wao

that a classic detection is never, in the presence of noise,
rigorously linear). It is catastrophic for the low values of-fsignal/ noise ratio but, for high values of the signal/noise
ratio, the two methods are practicaliy equivalent.

One can show that, if the Fouulee transformation is made

with a iarmonic analyzer (a method which does not necessitate
referencing A;ero) the study of the linearity and of (s/n)s

I ratio leads to the same results as when the complete F.T. is
made. On the other hand let us recall the two inconveniences

- of this last method* The displaccment of the moving part is

...... -doubled and the caiculation time is more than quadrupled.

09
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V. NOISE IN NUMERICAL FOURIER TRANSFORMATIONS.

DIFFERENT METHODS FOR OBTAINING
" ,..,' '- _THE MAXIMUM S/N RATIO

When the-F.T. is calculated numerically from a finite

number of values of the interferogram, the's/n ratio in the

calculated sprctrum is always lower than the maximum s/n ratie

that can bc obtained by u.ing a continuous succession of values

of I(t). 'W6 shall.establish the e.-.prcssion giving the mean

square er-ror of the fluctuation:; in the numerically calculated

spcctr'ufa;:, shall trcat tho important qucdbtion of thi? choice

of the time (ic nu.tant to usc' during the recording and we shall

--discuss dilfci, nt piocedures that can be used to obtain a maxi-

mum s/n raLio from a gi%,vcr interferogram.

1. NOIS•"E IN A NUMERICAL F.T..

Let u,. _cca•a the fundamcntal r(.sult of the preceding

chapter: The mean power of the noise in the calculated spec-

trum !s the copped energy in the spectrum of the noise contained

in the ihterfcroy,;n timec thc square of the apDparatus-function:

now, whcn one mak.,es a numcrical F.T., we haV•-'SLn ian Chaptcr I

that the apparatus-Ifunction is composed of !Lveral pcaks the

distance bctwc,-n them bIL ing i/h. (Fig ... 13), 1! bcing the intorval

of the grating Iunction uc. .-I to pick points from the intcrfc&o-

-graWni-the expression (IV.164

2 a~p-)d

th(in '•%comcs, in tho oaze,- of the numerical Fouricr tran•fir::a-

H -, tion,

(V.1). f) a -

One thu-. sets that several peaks of thL ap-p ratus-lunction

- explorc tho noise spectrum, even in the case where thc, spcetruja
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Fig. 53. Different Peaks of the Apparatus-
Function Exploring the Noise Spectrum.

fto be studied is l-imited in such a way that it may not be

c<plored except by one peak. If the noise spectrum %(v)
c)otained in the intcrfercgram were constant, the mean power
of the noise in the calculated spectrum would increase in-
Jcfinitely wifth the number of peaks in the apparatus-function,
Iicnco the absolute necessity of using, during the recording,

a filter which limits the noise spectrum in the interferogram.
We ,hall consider, in what follows, the case of the RC filter3 (it is difficult to make more efficient low-pass filters'for

the very low frequencies used in our experiment); the noise

-pcctrum contained in the interferogram then has the formI,,
z (,) = )\ with 7 - RC

and in the neighborhood of a frequency v in the calculated

spc•ctrum, the mean power of the noise is the sum of the chopped
encrgies in the spectrum ID (Y) multiplied by the series of

p
poaV,; corresponding to the square of the apparatus-function,- c1rtcd about t, k (m/lh) (Fig. 53). One concedes that one

wi.~ll have used nearly all the information contained in the
ro~cidcd interferogram if one chooses the interval h (measured

in units of time) close to the time constant."' We are going
to state this idea precisely in studying the variance as a

function of Interval k. -,

392
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(1) Mean Power of Noise in a Numerical F.T.
By replacing p (v) by its value in Eq. (V.l)o, we get

(V. 2) a (0) r - ,i . I t (p) da.

Again we find in the expression fora thprdc

integral, in the neighborhood of the 0 frequency which we.Shave already seen in the preceding chapter to be (t.22b)

(V*.3) or = 2 Q T 9D(0)dlX(o) -C•

In the case of a numerical F.T. one can put .wt)'the form

(V.4) =' (k,1"),". -X( ) V

"by putting

(V.5) . (.k.o• 
+ 2 04

It is necessary to evaluate this series. We can do this in
a particularly easy fashion because it happens that the F.T.
of tit finetion i,/[1 + (2wp)'] is easy to .alculate. The

calculation is bacd upon the following property: le-t P(s,)

and Q(t) be two functions which arc the F.T. of each other.

-Then there exists between them thprelation... "

1•P)dv Q(O)ý,

I ": "93
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is none othe r than the Inte-

(V.6) 4jlI II 2,
SR/k(v) dr,

R being the convolution of5 ~ ~~Fig. 54.--(a) Grating Function R engt/covltino
dt/k; (b) Crating Function &. a Dirac distribution of periodic

support of interval 1/.i with

the Dirac function centered about the frequency P - Pg (Fig. 54a).
we put

P(r) 01(y) Rl/h(,)"
I + (2uvp) 2 p

-In order to calculate 4, P(P)dp it then suffices

to-find the F.T. Q(t) of P(P) and to take the particular valueI ... . -. Q Me ..... .. ..

The F.T. of P(P)is the convolution of the F.T's of *'(or)

and of R,/_(r,). The F.T. of. "(s) is known; it Is

T +2 Cos" 
27

SThe F.T. of R (,) 'has the expression

• T Cos JRJ/h (0) - h R; Cos 2,st,

-R! bing a Dirac distribution of periodic support of interval

A (rig. 54b). Prom this one deduces itmediately the value of

2 RA cos 2avt,.

-'94
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_ that one can put in the form

r " / [aii2 "• '" - >lih R - e * -

T7

or

li(V.7) JI=--[Re, -2
2r l-exp.-h[(l/.)-2WivP)_.

After expanding and collecting, (V.7) becomes
(V.8) sinh(h/7)

(V.8) " 2T cosh(h/T)-cos2wu# 0 k

from which the expression for the mean power of the noise in

II the case of a numerical F.T. is

(V.9) ax "(0)2QT

The expression (V.8) of 0 (h,r) permits one to calculate the

variations of the power of the noise as a function of the
interval h, when the recording has been made with a certain
time constant T. In the particular case where a. c 0 i

* *#(h.7r) then becomes a function only of the quotient k/v
(Fig. 55, curve a):

(V.b) (h7) sinh(h4'T)

(V.Bb) *o(h/r) 2r cosh(h/T)-l

h17 (h measured in time units) is the inverse of the' number

of points taken from the interferogram during time eequal
to: T.

The curve 40;;/. has a horizontal tangent at the origin.
0

For 1', = 0 and h/t = (, h/o(1t'") = 1 and again we encounter the

familiar expression for the variance corresponding to this

1 case

- 2 (0) Q TX(S)

I .95
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0V0
3 a- 4 / , . ... . -o• ... . . .• . ,.. . . .. .. .

I! •

Fig. 55. Study of the Variance in the
* Spectrum as a Function of the Ratio of the

Interval to the Time Constant: Curves bo
'Ii I0; Dashed Line, P. w (2/2) (21/21).

When the analyzing frequency is an arbitrary frequency

P different from O, one can define a function 0(0/r) valid

I for a certain value of the product P. r. It can be written

N. 8c.) # sinhO&I/' ,.

(V.Sc) r(T 7)- 2" cosh(&/f)-cos(2hv T/')

This gives the variations of thepaower of the .noise in the

spectrum in the neighborhood of the frequency P., as a func-

tion of the quotient h/r when the Interferogram has been re-

corded through a filter with time constant T. Curve b of

Fig. 55 has been construr'td for P. r' 1/4w, i.e., the - -re

quency u'. considered equals 1/4wr; it is such that

S mp(ps) -. 0.8 aP (0) (Fig. 56), The functions 0s and r aer

p,,

.11
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extremely close. They have theU . same asymptote 4" = h/2T. For values

of h/7-of the order of a few units they

are practically the same.

An examination of these curves
* e 43? V/ZRT furnishes several important results.

No matter what the frequency-of analysis
Fig. 56. V is:

I. The smaller l/r is, hence the more points one uses from
the interferogram, the less noise there is in the spectrum;

2. For values of h/1 above a few units, the power of the

noise is proport.ional to the interval k;

3 One gains practically nothing in choosing h/7 < 1 (Oather
than VT/T = 1), i.e., in choosing more than one point pertime

constant.
----These results can be stated exactly when one studies the

variation of the s/n ratio, in the calculated spectrum based

on a particularinterferogram, as a function of k/7.

(2) Variation of the S/N Ratio as a Function of the Interval
h
Noise is minimum whcn one uses a continuous sequence of

H values of I(t); it is then characterized by

(V.10) () - 2 Q T s (0) ( ,, (0).

Let u -s call n)M the maximal value that the s/n ratiothen

takes in the calculated spectrum:U
(s/n)H = s/(- - s/,/2 Q T I (0) 4 7(01

The s/n rativ, obtained for a value h of the grating interval,.
has*a form

97
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B "- sin =SANx -

,I ... -- The quotient S = (5/n)/(s/n)M

___"_ . measures the loss in the s/n ratio
.o f due to the fact that one uses oaly

Fig. 57. Variation of S as discrete values of I(t):11 a Function of &/T.
0 -

It is represented by a curve which; iii principal, is valid for a

single value of the product P07. But bering given tne weak varia.

tions of 9 witn PaT, the curves S will be practically identical.II Figure 57 corresponds to P8 = 0. One sees that by taking the
F.T. by using, instead of a continuous sequence of values of

I(t), discrete values taken at time intervals equal to the

time constant, a slight weakening of the s/n ratio in t2e

spectrum is brought abouttit is multiplied by 0.9S.

U (3) Experimental Verifications

These have been made based on a synthetic interferogram
I'(t) having a constant component I(t) - 40 u (arbitrary unit),

whose F.T. will be a line centered on the frequency 0, and some

fluctuations of mean square error ax - 37.5 u registered with a
time constant 7 = 2 sec and represented by Fig. 37a. The total
recording. time is T = 360 sec.

- The F.T. of this interferogram made by using a continuous

sequence of.values I(t) is composed of a line centered on the

zero frequency and some f.uctuations whose mean square error

Is, according to (IV.23).

a x =/4 x 0.406 x 360 x 2 x 37.5 x 37.5 - 1,291 u -ec.

H The F.T. of I'(t) has been calculated numerioally with three

different.values of h.

*1 93
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Fig. 58. Spectra Obtained From the.Same Interferoý.
gram for Different Values of h.

10 P 1.2 sec. Number of points taken from the interfero-flgram, N =300; h/7 = 0.. According to Fig. 57, S then-equals
0.98 whence the predicted value of the mean square error of

the fluctuations in tho oaloulated spectrum: a x (predicted)ii. 1,281/0.98 = 1,307 u Lec. The mean squarc error of the fluc-
tuationt measured in the tal.:ulated spectrum (Fig. 58a) by

taking the square root of tbc jn-can of the squares of the ordi-

riates choscn from this spectr.um every 10 3 cps (thus three
-- points per correlation radiu~s) is

Ii x (measured) 1,284 u sec.,

Bpl2. 1. = 1O) c Ke 33 ,indh/T . wh e S0.55 .-

a x> (prediotcci) 1,281/0O.55 '-2,329 u sec-. The calculated

spectrum repeatIso every 1/10.8 =.0924 Cps (Fig. 58b). If one

were to trace thc spectrum abovc the frequency n 0.046 e ps

one would observe a syNmetry in the spectrum with respect to

I. 99
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this value. To measure the mean square error of the fluctua-

Stons we have thus used only a portion of the noise between

,. - 0.004 cps (starting with this frequency, the line centered

on 0 has a negligible height) and a ' 0.046 cps:

ax (measured) 2,016 u sec.

3°. h 21.6 see, N = 17 and h:/7 = 10.8, whence S 0.4.

U lated spectrum repeats every 1/21.6 =0.0462 cps (Fig. Sc).

The curve representing it is therefore symmetric with respect

- ---- he-requoncy Q=.023D0 cps. ThK mean square erior of .

-the fluctuations was t.lten calculated using only that portiqn

of the noise taken betwecn v = 0.004 cps and P - 0.023 cps. .

.. .Xa (.measured) 2,392 u sec.

The errors can be explained by the fact that, being

given the frequency of the repetition of the spectra, the

mean square errors have been calculated from noise samples

f. ex~endin_. over frequency band.s much too narrow to hope to get

a cOrrect'value of aX. If the noise sample were sutticiently

long, the mean value of the fluctuations would be zero; but,

U it equals - 24 u sec in the first case, + 133 u sec iii the

second and + 427 u sec in the third, which explains why the

error is-Targez in the third case.

(4) Problems Posed by the Choice of t and by •Ocating the

Zero Point

The Interferogram recorded through a low-pass filter is

the convolution of the tht oretical intc e'ferogram' with the im-

pulse re-ponse of the filter which i-, necessarily asymmetric.

This is equivalent -to saying-that the filter introduces a

phase shift, a -nonlinear function of the frequency hence of

phase distortion. Let us choose as time origin that instant

whore the.. geometric phase difference is zero. If the phase

shift were linear one would have

100
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00
S1(t) = "0"3(,) coz [.2rPt + sp(')J do,

Uwith sp(,) T, r being the time conztant of the filter, whence

1(t) = B(,) cos 2i,(t+r) do, = I'(tir),

i.e., the intcrfcrograni would be recorded with a certain delay

T, but without any dcformdtion. In order to have a correct

•puctrum, it is sufficient to choose as origin for the analysis

St| time t = r.

:;incc with ordinary filtc.rs, the phasc shift is never
liu,:jr,-t is no longer pro er to speak of the zero point of,

th. . erram. The origin .an be chosen correctly only
- jlor z, s ingle requency. In the reproduced spectrum, the image

of the linc torrc-.ponding to this irequency will be symmetric.

Thu, imags bf ti,, lincs co,'responding to all the othcr fre-

uiuencies will bc a:,ýmrwtric, the asymmetry for a given fro-

qu,.ney being greater the greater the time constant of. the

1,1lter used. We are going to-examine how it is necessary to .

tlo),L,"the time constant in order. that, from one extremity to

tl, ethc' of the spectrunt,thc asymmetry doesn't exceed A cer-

t, in value chosen in advance and how one (dtcrimin'es the zero
poeintt ,l thc interferogrant. Our study will bL. limited to the

U (aý., l the RC filter, the retost frequently used with very low

12t, CqiL'iQu'. The phase displacement p(s,) introduced by the

i z''qu~ny I' .is than

.(.V.il) I'(P) = arc tan 2ar•,'

S, i. .'', .-ponds fc - cLi•' ;am. 1,rtqu.uney to a delay

(V.12) 12= arc tan 2wr.
2xv

3Lc~r toý, contiiiut to %Jhoose for thc 0 instant the onc wherc the

g.'oomttrical-phasc difference i.• zero. One ean, locate it, for

I.. 101
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I t
- b

0 tC 4 ~

Fig. 59. Curve a, Interferogram Re-
corded Through an RC Filter; Curve b,
the Particular Sine Wave Contained in
This Interferogram..

example, by recording at the same timc the interferogram to

be studied and the onv originating from a continuous intense

*source, the latter recorded without an RC filter.

If one chooses as the zero point of the interferogram

.. the one which corresponds to t = 0, the delay of every fre-

quency in the spectrum will be given by the formula (V.12);

only the apparatus-function corresponding to the 0 frequency

I will be symmetric. But it is possible to make a better choice

of 'the origin for analysis in order that the relative phase

shift from one extremity of the spectrum to the ocher may be

smaller.

Let 0 be the instant corresponding to the point that we

have chosen as the zero point on the recorded interferogram

(Fig. 59, curve a). With this new origin for analyzing the

Interferogram, the delay for a frequency P present in the

Interferogram (Fig. 59, curve b), becomes a = '•- 0, which

corresponds, by calling q the period of the phase-shifted

signal,

(V.13) 2 r-&/, arc tan 2rvT - 2wep,

N .q/n and the coefficient c/,A, considered in Chapter III, which

measures the error made in choosing the zero point by taking

N 102
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as unity the wavc length of the signal, are equal. In whdt

follows we replace O/A by /A,

(V.13b) L= arc tan 2wr' -or

which can also be put in the form

C 10
(V.13c) arc tan 2rvT - 0 2rsr.

c/A will be zero for v = 0 and for a frequency PO which will

be givcn as a function of 0 by the relation

(V 14 1 1- arc tan ir, r.

Hence in the spcctrum the apparatus-functions correspdnding

to the frequencies 0 and P will be symmetric. Those whifch

correspond to the other frequehncies will be asymmetric. I

Since the expres:ions I(V.13b) "and (Ul3c) allow us to caldu-

late the ,oufficient-s c/A corresponding to them, we can deter-
mine their appearance as in Fig. 30. We tried to represent

the variationlsnf c/A in the same spectrum as a function of

2rP7 for different ehuic.•s of the zero point, i.e., for dif-

ferent values of 27r. tp
SIn rig. 60 we 2.oni-_idcrt~ad the case correspo .nding to

2rw T =0, 2xi,0T = 1 and 21, 0T5 =2. Curve d represents the
0 0 0

function (1/2w) arc tan 2ir1T. The lincs a, b, c, correspond-

ing to the three cases considered have respectively the slopes

0/29T = 0.159, 0,/2rT = 0.125 and 0/21T - 0.099. According to

(V.M3c) one deduces immediately the corresponding values of

C /A (curves a', b'I c').
An .ariination of the fiyur:t.! shows that:

e1. For 0 - 0, the phase shift is always negative, (Fig. 60,

curve a');

U 0. For the other values of 0, the pha:ne shift increases

starting with 0, passing through a maximum (c/A)M for a
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3 Ng. 60. Changes in c/A as a Function
-of 2fvv With the Choice of 2v*Tr.

U frequency &',, decreasoe to 0 for a frequency uo and becomes

negative. For a frequency v 2 , it equals - (eA/^..M nc.i

the frequencies contained in the spectrum to be analyzed are

all taken between 0 and V., c/A for these frequencies never

exceeds I( iA)MI and all the corresponding apparatus-functions

will have a coefficient of a-vymmctrv below C[(c/A)M] which one

can mecaure frort Fig. 23 or 2e.

If onc choosc,- s = 1/21rr (Figw 60, curve b') one has

- 1.25/2rw and C = 0.06.

For s, 0 - I/rT (Fig. 60, curve c'), C - 0.09.

SFrom Fig. bo wc have been able to oeouce Fig. 61 in

which we have represented as a function of the maximum

104
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coefficient c/A that one Pllows

in the reproduced spectri'vn the{ T- ---I,!values of 2xv r and 2wp-, V'S/ '__/ _0 MI M~

being the limit frequency con-

tained in the spectrum to be

". studied.I Curves 28 and 29 relating C
IPAw. and c/A, you may recall, were

ul, ... ." established in the case where the

- weighting funiction is A Wt. it

is easy to establish them for each5 itype of apparatus-function. Figure
I._ [ l'62 gives directly 2v.' and 2 7ui14

i 0.0 0.0.O (W) as functions of C in the case where

Fig. 61. Variation3 of one uscs A2(t).
2r.MTr and 2ivoT as Func-

tions of the Maximum Co-
efficient c/A Allowed in
the Spectrum

I.. LiX 17T

000'

I . a is c..

Fig. 62. A Plot of 2vMr

and 2w-• T as Functions of
thce Maximum Uoe'tficienc of

\Asymmetry C. Allowed in the

- Spectrum.

I .. 105
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In Connluio__nn, when one does not want the 'f6lativre pha•e c

shift from one e'tremity to the other of the spectrum to ex-

coed a certain value, two problems are posed simultaneously:

The choic.e of the time constant and that of the zero point of

the inte Lferogram. The two known quantities are: the maxi-

3 mum frequency P ,! contained in the spectrum to be studied and

the maximum coeffieient ,,"A that one can allow. Figurc 6-1

- permits one to dctcrmine th7h'roires;pondiny value of 2  9MT,

then oe' 7 since aM iL; know.'n; the. :,.amc- figure then permits one

to determiuc P from tht ,ilresponding value of 2x. 0 T. .When.

one knows i, (V.14) pertait'2 calculation of the correspondin'

value of 0.

This- is the rigorous method for dcte)Omining the time , -

4 ork-tant to use and the ý!ero point-. There exi-,ts--an appr.,xi-

%,tv,: met-hod to resolve the lat-cr prolum;-i --eonsists in

. :crxfinj at thc same time as; t~im_ -interfcrogram another pro-

diieced by a band of radiation .isolatcd in a continuous spectrum

b1,,! a iltcýr, w.-hosu ma:ximum of transmission coincides with the

pt:o,,tral r'ryion to be studicd, and recorded with the same time

rt.,ittnt. The ma--imum (A' tlv. - ý:ntral fringe of the correspond-

int, ill(, rogram then indkcatc'•; approxinmatcly the point that1 on(e uuqht to choose as thc origi'n ior analyzing the interfero-

(5) :tuy ea Partiel•ar Case.

,tupposo that We study a spcctrum ,.xten(ling from O to PM

(rig., . If one allow-, C - 0.05 (this leads to an asymmetry

of tiht, ord-r nf 1,;I"0 . iner C'7 0.014 for a >-rlcctlv symmetri-

c'cal i,.n,'tifn) on, ti, ! .1 -, ( g1 19, ): • 3/2r l.1 and
0 O..i',2wr 0.4 i

tlndw, tihgr voln(1irtc~n. the noise -pectrum is such that
"! X(O) (Fig. i.3) and the frequency vM in the repro-

1=ducei -p.A'Lruw 1 ee.duccd Ly a factor 1/%,12. 1. .. ak.. a

1 106 il ,°,
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Fig. 63.

numeridal F.*T. by choosing thle minimum interval h for which

there is no overlapping of the optical spectra, hence

A = i1/2 I'M, the quotient i'/7 'equals x; according to Fig. 57,
!i then equals 0.7.

Hence when one studies a spectrum extending from the 0

. " fr,'.quency to a maximum frequency "M' one can, In picking the

"* minnimum numbcr n of points in the interferogram, obtain an

s,!r, ratio which equals 7/10 of the mdximum s/n ratio that one

could obtain with the given interferogram, with a distortion

of tho-t apparatus-funcrion of the order of 1/100, providing the
',liutatit and the zero point of the interferogram are properly

I.ho1,,u. in order to make a comparihon of the intensities of

tl,', linies in thc calculatf.d .-pectruim, it would evidently be

ncceQ:,ary to make a correction taking into account the varia-

tion of the filter gain in the domain of the frequencies

under coný,ideration.

S•ipposc now that the spectrum of the Fourier frequencies

iL. limited betwcen to.. and to with, for example, P" W 4 & 5

(i1,1. 63). Thc time constant to be usc.o r.mains the' same as

N• soA' if we fi-% the -ante tol(.ranccs and, in order Vo obtain

tht -.:.•m _-"n ratio from an intcrfnriaram rvceorded during the

udmi time T, the interval I: ought always to be ,qual to 1/2 PM.

But ,&ceording to Chapter I1, in order that there be no over-

. lapping of the optical spectra it would have been sufficient
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to choose an interval h i/(2AP) = 5/2 sM* The number N of
the' points to choose in order to obtain the signal/noise ratio
s/n = 0.7 (s/n)M is equal to five times the minimum number ngof points that it would be necessary to choose in order that

' the different optical spectra calculated do nceinfringe upoia3 each other. The duration of the calculation hence is multi-
plied by 5. We shall study in what follows different processes

permitting the reduction of this calculating time, all the while3 keeping this same s/n ratio in the calculated spectrum.

2. STUDY OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR OBTAINING A MAXIMUM
SIN RATIO WITH A MINIMUN CALCULATION TIME FROM AN
INTERFEROGRAN RECORDED DURING A TIME T

We have seen in Chapter IV that thL s/n ratio in the

spoectrum varies as the square root of the duration of measure-

ment. Suppose that we have at our disposal a certain time to
make the measurement and that we have chosen then to take the

I numerical F.T. of the interferogram obtained. We have seen
in the preceding paragraph that the numerical F.T. of an inter-
ferogram recorde'-ýhrough a low-pass filter always gives an

I s/n ratio below that which one could obtain by using the en-
tire interferogram. One way of illuttrating this fact con-

fsists in saying that several peak,; of the bquare of the
apparatus-function explore thu noie spectrum when one has

chosen the minimum number n of the points even though a single
peak of the apparatu's-function explores the optical spectrum.

In order to obtain the maximum s/n ratio from an inter-
a ferogram recorded during time T, at the same time using the

greatest interval ;' possible to make the numcrical F.T., it

is icc:;.,ray that tho noise spectrum be .:c•.- and outside the
Sdomain oi the rouric:r frequencies. Below we are going to

consider this and to d.-scribe in detail four'different methods

for obtaining this result.

B l08
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a. Use of a Band-Pass Filter. The low-pass filter which
is used for recording the interferogram is replaced by a band,.

pass filter. This method, contrary to the three following
ones, has never been used in any practical way. ...

b. Change of Frequency by Heterodyne Before Recording.

This method which has been proposed by Mertz [54] under the
name of "Heterodyne Spectrometry" is equivalent to the pre-

ceding, but in fact is more elegant and easier to put into

p c. Static Recording. In the absence of noise,all the

pieces of information concerning the spectrum are contained

in a number of points n in the interferogram. One easily
j concedes that, in the presence of noise, one obtains the

maximum s/n ratio in the spectrum if one uses the total time

T for the-measurement of these points. Hence the method con-

sists in stopping the moving mirror of the interferometer for
each of the-n interesting values of the phase difference in

integrating the signal during a time T/n for each one of these

points and in displacing the moving mirror very quickly with-
out recording between these different values of 6. The mechdn-

ical realization of this type of displacement being somewhat

difficult, we have used a variant of this method, registering

at -variable speed: rapid displacement of the mirror, then,

slowing up in the neighborhood of the useful points.

d. Mathematical-Filtcring. In this last method, the re-

cording is dovoe with a simpl.- low-pass filter and the number

of points N to choose remains detcrmined hy the considerationsL developed in the prcceding paragraph (k: is of the order of 7).

But before proceeding with the calculation of the spectrum,

one makes an intermediate calculation: that of the convolu-

tion of the recorded interferogram V'(6) with the impulse

response of an ideal filter whose band pass would hav* as its
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-width that of the spectral interval occupied by ,the Fourier

frequencies. The result is a new interferogram I"(6) identi-

cal to that which would have been obtained by directly filter-

ing the signal by a perfect band-pass filter. It can then be

completely represented by a number of points n reduced with
respect to N in the- same ratio as the band passes. One then

makes the F.T. of I"(6) and the calculation time is reduced
very nearly ii the zýame ratio n/N (the calculation time of

the convolut.cic it very short), which.constitutes the clear

advantage of tbe iiethod.

(1) Electric Filt..1rinj

The filtcrs ,zhcujdihavc a band pass centered about the
mean frequency of thc- u-scful spectrum. The phase-shift con-I siderations introduced by this filter are like those intro-
duced by a low-pass filter. In this case one will find, -for

a suitable choice of the. origin for th-e analysis of the inter-

ferogram recorded between 0 and L and a simple cosine transform*

a single frequency for which the image of the line will be5 perfectly symmetric. Wc have not studied this process in

detail since at the very low frcquencies that we use, it is
difficult to makc.,band-pass filters and the same result can

--.. bc obtained more eclgantly by the pz.ocess of changing the

frequency.
Lct--us rexaark that-the process ofelectrical filtering

is interesting only if the width of th, interval AP of the

spectrum of thr- Foui i'r frequencies and the frequency P max

satisfy the rc?.aton max 2.5,. In fact, we have shown

(F1g. 18) that a. 'long a: i, m .tays b.2ow 2A,, the interval

I: choIen •o thaj: tih r,. _`_ no ovw 'appinj of the calculated

spectra has the samoe -.-:idth 1.! 1/2H if the Fourier frequencies

extend from 0 to P ax*
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(2) Method of Changing the Frequency

This method has been proposed by Mertz. We do not dis-

cuss it here, limiting ourselves with recallin, very briefly

its principle and giving an example of its use in Chapter VI.

In lieu of recording I(t) as before, one records simul-

taneously I'(t) and I" t(t) obtained-a-s-the product.of I(t})with.

two sinusoidal signals of frequency respectively in-phase and

900 out of phase with I(t). The sum of the cosine transform

of I'(t) and of the sine transform of I"(t) gives the spectrum

we are looking for. A delicate problem which presents itself

is the adjustment of the phases of the signals.

If the phases are correctly adjusted, the method of

changing the frequency gives, for an appropriate choice of P

in the interior of the domain P,, V2 " a s/n ratio equal to

-,that obtained with a band-pass filter and with a calculation

time divided by 2. But it is necessary to make the Siaulm

taneous recording of the two interferograms which -oesents a

certain complication.

One can be satisfied with recording. a single interfero-3 gram if one chooses vo outside the domain P,, • a or If the

signal of frequency P. is out of phase by r/4 with respect to

the Fourier frequencies contained in the interferogram beforeI changing the frequency; but in the two cases the calculation

. time is at least multiplied by 2 and the s/n ratio in the

calculated spectrum is reduced by the factorl/Z/2.

If the signals are out of phase by an angle 9 - 2rs 0 ,

in the case where is o-otside v1, v., the s/n ratio in theU 1calculated spectrum by taking a simple cosine transform of

the interferogram recorded for 5 varying between - L and + L

is wedkened by a factor cos (p, the calculation time being

double that which one would have if the signals were in phase.

If V0 is inside P,, P., in order to obtain a correct spectrum#

the calculation time is multiplied by 8 with respect to the
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3 case where the signals are in phase and one can make the same

"- remarks about the lack of linearity in the procedure as were

made in paragraph IV.3(2)A. In the case where (p is exactly

equal to r/4, the calculation time will simply be multiplied

by 4, but the s/n ratio will be reduced by the factory/2/2.

( 3) Static Recordincr

Let us recall that the interferogram I'(t) recordedU without a filter when the phase difference 6 varies linearly

as a function of time is the 3uperposit!'on of the interfero-

gram I(t) that one would have in the absence of noise and the

fluctuations x(t) for which one may assume a constant spectrum
(noise density %(0)j.

Let n be the minimum number of points to choose from the

interferogram. The total measurement time T can be used either

to record I'(t) as has been considered earlier, or to d&termine

uniquely the indispensable n values needed to make a numerioal

F.T., each being measured during.the time T/n.

In the second case the operation is performed in the

following way: the interferometer is adjusted to the zero phase

difference. If thEre- were no noise the signal I'(0) would be

constant and would keep the value 1(0). But in the presence of

noise, the signal I'(0), when the phase difference keeps the

constant value 6 = 0, fluctuates with time. The mean valueHwhich we-shall call I"(0) taken f-or a time T' V T/n Is

-*(o) - r S ,I'(o) dt

Let i." be the phasc difference corrcspondin~g to the second

point to be measured. SUppose that theý passage from 6 - 0 to

6 = h' can be made instantaneously.. At the instant T', then

6 equals h' and during a time T' we take the mean of the i-ignal;3 the number found is I"(1'). In the same way une determines

I"(2 10), ... , I"(n h'), etc. so that one can write 10(O)0

112
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Fig. 64. (a) Square-Pulse Function .D(t);
(b) Autocorrelation Function of D(t).

I(T ... , I"[(n-l)T']. Hence one obtains at the end of
the measurement, n equidistant discrete values of a new

interferogram I"(t) which is the superposition of l(t) and

the fluctuations x'(t) for which we are going to determine

the spectrum with respect to that of x(t). Vinokur [55]

studied a particular casc of this problem: he showed that

under the double condition that the signal y(t) be periodic

and that the period T is known precisely, the process called

"summation" which consists in adding up the successive elonga-

tions y(t4+KT) leads to an improvement in the signal/noise

ratio. We can give a quick proof, valid in the general case,

show2 that the spectrum V'(P) is of the form 0'(v) ie(")IG(P)II

G(P) being the filter gain produced by the Integration.

The noise x'(t) has the form

1w T I
(V.15) x'(t) - x(t) dt- x(t) D(t)dt

D(t) being a square pulse function which equals V/T' for t

taken between 0 and T' and is zero outside of this interval

(Fig. 64a).
The mean square error of x'(t) can be put in the form

(V.16) p'(0) X'2(t) = x(t)x(t,) D(t)D(t,) dt dt'

The term x(t)x(t') is the autocorrelation function C (ea of

x(t).ý The term D(t)D(t') dt', that one can also write

--.. .. 113 ,
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g . .

g Fig. 65. Noise SpectrumAfte, Inte-.
grating the Signal.

T5 _ -- D(t) D(t-p) dt by putting-t' - t-P-is, within a factor of

3/T the autocorrelation function of the squax,.pui1_Wnton _

- iD(t):

1(V ) D(t) D(t-F) dt -T1CD(O)

0V.16) can then be written

(V.17) p (o)= T, C"(P) CD(I) ,.

g From Parseval's theorem,

(V.18) p'(O) - T' S T C (p)) Tose0, (p)) dv.

* The cosine transform of the autocorrelation function of x(t)

is, by definition, the power spectrum of x(t), i.e., S(O)

[Fig. 65, curve a]. The autocorrelation function CD(P) is a
triangle function of base 2 T', of height I/T' 9 (Fig. 64b).
Its cosine transform is the function (W/TI) [sIn' vvT/(i T')9],

S - whence

jp'(o) .; s(0).(3.4JrA, •') di

which can also be written

(v.19) a(p).. (o) S (0 infr.?
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Fig. 66. Noise Spectrum Explored by

S.the Square of the-Apparatus-Function.:.

The integration therefore has had the effect of filtering the
noise by a filter of gain G(v) such 'that

(V.20) IG(P)13 - Si rPn ' T' I' (Fig. 6S, curve b)
I Tf )

The-noise In the spectrum will be the F.T. X(P) of x'(t) taken
by choosing h - T'. The mean Square error (aX )a will then Nbe

the chopped energy in the noise spectrum times the square of"2 "
the apparatus-functions centefed about P * m (I/T'), The re-
| ult of calculat-ng ( - -eie-f the maxima is
centered about the 0 frequency, the others about a - (V?').

i . the values of the frequency for which 01(y) is zero. FPl.
this one concludes immediately

Ora 2 Q T %p(0) (Fig. 66) *XrlO)

an expression which Is identical to %IV.22b).

('"The different "lobes" which are !/T apart in the filter

introduced by Vinokur in the case of the summation that he uses,
coomc from the fact tniat he duv-s not mat-c a true integration, but

ja sum of thý discrete valuez, of the signal. These different lobes
"are close to the different peaks of the apparatus-function that
one obtains in the case u'hcrc the F.T. is made numlerically using

discrete values of the interforogria.

* . 11s
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Fig. 67. Grating Fig. 68. Product of up(r)

i Function R1/T . by RI/T,-
"Centered on the
Frequency vr.,

The signal/noise ratio of the calculated spectrum is

therefore the same as when the intc.rferogram I'(t)-is recorded

in a continuous fashion during time T and when thw F.T. is

oade using all the value. of I'(t).3 It remains to rhow that if the F.T. is made for a freq-

uency Y' different from 0, the mean square 3.'ror of the fluM-

* r~uautons prW-•etves the same value. • ..

-7�a In -sn' i, T'
X(pci X(0) e (w TI) RI

R , being a Dirac distribution of periodic support of ihterval

I/T' centered about the frequency Y. (fig. 67). If we put

p(r) " T R 1 ,(p) (fig. 68) ,(•T')s3 I/T

and Q(t) T TCosfPC(P) we have

x(it x, CO)

The F.T. of POO (Fig. 69) i the convolution of a triangular

function of height 1/'T' and of base 2 T' with the furnction

P4 sTt Rj, cos 2wa'*t, P+,, being a Dir;Rc distributionl of3p rnA4i qa •p-rt of interval T'. One sees lmm4at&1y, Be-

cording to Pig. 6), that Q(O) 1 whence

S316 I!i
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oFig. 69. Determination of ((O).

o r ° X ( V W o r I X ( o ) .

This method of recordingis difficult enough to use

even given the requisite precision to vary the phase differ-3 once. Nevertheless one can consider it for the far infrared

where the tolerances are always larger. In the near infrared

we have used a variant of this method, variable speed recording.I The spectral domain occupied Aa - 369 cm" Is such that the

interval h chosen in order that there be no overlapping of the

* . , . Fourict frequencies is -

1/(2 Av) = 13.519 x 10-4 cm" 1 21 A

A0 b.eing the wave length of the rcference liuu, hera the red

cadmium line.

fl The phase differenic-s are referenced with the aid of prc-

selection counters and adding counters whose indicators increase

I unit each time that the phase difference increases by AX. The

carriage is displaced "altcrnately at a slow speed V during

which 6 varies by 3 A and at a speed Va 16 times larger during

U a variation.A 6- 18 Aho the changes in rpeed being triggered by

tIho prv,•ot counters. The operation j, donuL in the following

way (Piq. -7). Thc. -'cre point i•- Sule,•tcd by a white fringe

while the intcrforometer er moving at a speed V ;.when

6 - 22.5 A* a preset counter sot on 18 triggers the speed V3 ;

when the counter has. returned to 0, it triggers speed V1 and

at the same time a preset counter set on 3, etc. The ordinatae

I 117
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U : are picked from the interferogram for 6 - 0, 21 As, 42 he.

" ... , n. 21 A,, as indicated in Fig. 87. The method has worked

correctly, but we have abandoned it because the signal/noise

"ratio in the calculated spectrum is insufficient. The reason

is that, under the described conditions' the ratio of the use-

ful m,-as~urement time (useful time that one-can write r L/2 ?s*I 7 being the time constant used) to the total time T is too low.

There are two reasons:

U *.-.' Being givcn the quality of the mcchanism used, the con-

stant rate of s-peed is not established instantaneously; three

fringes must file by at VI and 3/6 of the course is run at'a

lower speed;

2*. The preset counters used cannot count more than 25 im-

pulses a second, and the ratio of the'two Speeds cdh'be only

16. The elapsed time between the measured points hence is tro

large a fraction of the total ieasurement time.

Numerical Filte, ring.
Since this question is the subject of a move detailed

publicat~ion (561, here we shall give only a succinct resume.

N If one takes the convolution of the Interferogram 1'(6),

recorded as above through a simple low-pass filter, with the

impulse response 3(6) of an ideal filter G(a) wnose band pass

coincides with the optical spectrum to be studied$ one obtains

an interferogram 1"(6) whose F.T. coincides with that of I'(6)

in the domain of the filter and is "'ero outside. In order to

have the maximum sin ratio in, the calculated spectrum it is

then sufficicnt to pie)% oft from I"(M) the minimum number of
Spoints contpatibl,. with the width of the optical spectrum and

Its position with respect to the origin (see paragraph 11.2(3)3).

Suppose, for example, that the relative positions of the

I noise spectrta antd of the optical spectrum are rcprcrcntcd by

118
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LI rig. 70. The -impulse response s(6)

(Fig. 71a) corresponding to G(a) (Fig.
7.b) has the form

sinvir~61 .•(6) = T0 os[G(a)] = - cos ne 2vw6,

Fig. 70. Noise Spec-

trum and Optical with ca (a' +a )/2. If the functions"3pectrum. i
9(6) and 1'(6) had a band-limited spec-

Strum it would be possible to calculate their convolutions ex-

..-- -actly using discirete values of these tuncl57ns. SinlC! their
spectra are unbounded, from discrete values of these functions
one can calculate only a valLi. PM(6) near I"(6), the approxima-

tion improving as thrý interval 1,' chosen for taking the convolu-

tion is the smaller. One shows that the s/n ratio obtained by
3 *. taking the F.T. of .9(6) with the maximum interval Ii (see para-

graph, II.2(3>1B) is cxactly the sainu as with the spectrum obtained
-by taking the s'.T. of I'(6) with the interval-'J..-Snc ---thL

convolution -is calculated numerically much faster than is a F.T.,
the calculation time gain for the same final s/n ratio is of the

I or r h'/It, i.e., of the order of u,,1/M. We shall see an
application of thiz method in Chapter VI.

Fig. 71. (a) Impulse Response At(&) of tho
Filter; (b) Thcoretical Gain of the Numeri-
cal Filter.

I. 119
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113. CONCLUSION
" We have just seen several methods enabling one to obtain

for a minimum calculation time the maximum s/n ratio compati-

ble with the measurement time T: use of a band-pass filter,

"-method of changing frequency, numerical filtering. The con-

clusion of this study is the followi.ng: Each time that the

relative-width AP/PM of the spectral domain to be studied is

fsmall, it is advantageous to record the interferogram by the.

I method of changing the frequency-t-he-frequency s0'being

i- chosen close to the middle of the occupied interval AP;3 nevertheless this method presents a certain instrumental

complexity and it is sometimes possible to do without it and

record the interfcrogram through a simple low-pass filter.

Under thesO conditions it is advantageous to make a numerical

filtering. This last method'can be -useful, even if the rela-

tive width of the spectral domain to be studied is large,

S--provided that one is interested only in one portion of this

domain.

22./
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YI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Ii With the aid of the Fourier traisform method we treated

two problems in the near infrared: the study of the emissionj of the night sky near 1.6 jr, the region where the atmosphere
is transparent, and the study of the re-emission light of

germanium about 1.7 p. These two sources haa alre-ady been

studied with grating spectrometers (57,58]. But their low
energy level pc'mitted obtaining in a reasonable mea-surement
time only low resolutions of ruspective orders of 15U and

-1,500, and with a signal/noise ratio whiqh was not sufficient
-. to m.akp cvident the feeble components whose existence was inH -question [59) or to detc•rminc the ldw'of-displacemcni of a

Aine as a function of the magnetic field. The end pursued is..
thus an increase in resolution and an amelioration of the
signal/noise ratio. For the two studies we used the same
Michelson interferometer that we are going to describe sun-

3 marily.

1. DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERFEROMETER-DETECTOR ENSFMBL

The interferomcter used is completely classical (Fig. 72).'

OPTICS. EvLrything optical is glass; hence the instru-

Sment can be used only in the near infrared up to about 2.7 p,
that region where glass bccoimes absorbent. The two mirrors-
are 7 in. in diamcter and are aluminized; the beam splitter and

compensating plate mcasure 7 cm X 8 cm; they have the same
t]tickne.-s, about I p. They are held by thc. 'samc support, the

face of the -cam splittcr which is hali-aluminized being a-
gainst the compensa.ting plate. There is no ruling, either on
the beam splitter or on the compensating plate. We have a-

dupted khIs arrangement in order to nbtain easily a good

* "121
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Ilob

KFig. 72.

U parallelism between the two plates, which is necessary in
U order that the apparatus be perfectly symmetric and that the

recorded intorferograms have a zero point. But the solution
1s not perfect (because of the difference of the dispersions
and of the phase shift o: the rpflection on the semi-aluminized
glass side and the air side). In order that It be perfect,. itB would be necessary that the two plates be glued together with
a substance having the same index as glass Which would hold3.-The plate together although it is very thin.

U 1222
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Fig. _73. (a) Diagram of the Detector Mounting;

(b) Opticai Diagram:, H, Mirror; .L, Exit Lezns;

L,,, ld Lens; C. Condenser; R, Detector;.

DETECTOR. The detector is a Kodak cell of lead sulfide.

The noise power of these cells increases nearly proportienally

to their surface; hence it is advantageous to choose a cell

I having the smallcst surface possible. If one calls 8 the area
of the cross Lection ot a beam, 01 the aperture of the exit beam,
S the area of the cell and w the solid dnglr! of the beam that is

received, in order to use all the light, it is necessary that
SO = sw. Seve.ral arrangements have been proposed to allow the
largest possiblc w. VWilliamson recomnmended the use 9 f a "cone

channel condcnser" [60], P. Cornes that of a microscopic con-

denser on the rear facc of whicih is fastened the cell [4]. We

adopted this last folution (Fig. 7$a). The numerical'aperturc

of t)',,- ,nd :, u= o i: M Lin Oma.x = 1.4. The solid angle

-- finally accepted by th. cell would corrrspond in air to the

value of w - 1.45 x 2rsd. A field len5 makes the image of the
mirrors ui the front face of the condenser and the condenser

makes the image ot the exit hole on the lens (r'ig. 73b). The

cell is cooled to the tey.sperature of dry ice.

123
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II.j .

crtFig. 74. h tiagram: A, Michelson Inter-
ferometer; A', Movable Mirror With Gear Drive; B,..
Entrance and Lxit Holes; C, Lead Sulfide Detector; ...
'D, Photon Multiplier; E, Cadmiumi-amp.-.-`--- ;"---

. In the interferometer the reference b4m follows exactlyr-..---,
the same path as the light beams to be-studied (Fi-g.4);it

is received by a photomultiplier., because we have always used

as a reference line, a line taken in the visible part of the

spectrum.

MECH-ANICAL PART. The moving mirror is locked on a car-

riage which travels on parallel slides. The quality of the

"slides is such that the parallelism is preserved to aboutI] i/10 of a fringe of a rcd cadmium line, for an 8mm transla-
tion of the moving mirror (hence a variation of the phase

difference of 16mm) with a 5. cm usable .diameter of the

mirrors.
lhc. adjustments for parallelism act on the supports for

"L [the mirror. The gross adjustments are made following a clas-

sical procedure of working directly on the back of_thbe moving

mirror with the aid of three leveling screws placed 120* apart
and which one draws out once the screw adjustmetL is made.-
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A -

it I

.. . 411rrur,- Mb Cross-Section ýal'

I The fine adjustmulnt6 aie located oA. the fi,,d mirror. The
mirror is mounted--on- a flexible part which can be oriented

by bending and which ha's the form shown in rig. 75a. The

cylindrical part B has an 8mm diamctcr and is 10mm long.
Part A has two steel arms with pepcndicular springs and at

450 to the vertical on the extremity of which one can operate

a zercv; with a fine pitch of O.rmm (Fig. "Jb). The torsion 0i
B which results therefrom ni,,e- two complctely independent

adjustments. One completc turn of the ser.w ecw-respnnds to

a misadjustment of a half fringe. It is necessary that the
ensemble be very rigid since the optical beam- are relatively
long (about 15 cm). Also the two consoles bearing the fixed

mirror and the scpai.-rinq-co,,pen zit.,:c; nrn-,-mbl2 arc locked in
U a heavy eomci•t LUpport. The support lor tht. two .lidcs is

locked in the same block of cement.

I
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SDRIVE MECHANISM. The carriagc is driven by the aid of a

micrometric screw with 0.5mm pitch of any quality. It is use-
less to use a screw of supeLior quality since we have seen

that even with a very good screw the phase difference.3 have
to be marked with the aid of a reference line. The screw is
displaced by the action of a synchronous motor turning at

.750 rpm tirougb the use of a gear box and of a tangent screw

giving a raduction ratio of 100. The gear box RermitS one to

use reduction varying by powers of 2 between 1 and 4-,096,- in

such a way that the displacement spoecd of the mbving mirror

varies bel>.'•.en 6.Z5X 10" and 1.-x° i0" mm/sec. TheSppara-

tus is oxtrcmcly sensitive to vib'rations which affect the

len'gth of the interycring beams; tbere are two principal

sources of vibrations: those coming from the earth and those. -which arc duce to .h_ motor and all of the components'of reduc-

tion and tr'ansminSion. In order to suppress the first kind

as much as possible thc block ot ccment is mounted upon rubber

shock absurbers,aiid in order to attenuate the second kind, the
drive axis and all the transmission components are linked, to-

gether by flexible joints. Of course, it is neces.sary to avoid

temperaturc variations. Hence the interferoteter is placed in

the interior of a bux lined with insulating material and covered

with aluminum foil. This. therrio-isolation proved to be suffi-

cient even whcn one is working in a room without temperature

control. In order to diminish the absorbtions in the glass

the winduwF of thc enclosure are formed by entrance and exit
collimating lenses.

2. STUDY OF Ti rMIU.. ,1O,! SPECTRLU. OF THE NIGHT SKY
Thc iint-.rpr• tat in .f ti,- r, czult-. of t],is study bas al-

ready been the subjoct of two publications [61,G2]. Here we

are going to give a brief dcrscription o'f the couditiuns under5 which the experiments have been made.-'
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1o"o 5000 7100 40000 U(cm-1) 3000 1000 7000oo (Cm-41

Fig. 76. Filter Transmission Curves; the
Ordinates are Transmission Factors inoPer-
cent.

The setup is the one shown in Figs. 72b and 74. A simple
reflection mirror shown in Fig. 72b permits one to look to the

northwest at 200 above the horizon. Hence there is no optical
intermediary between the sky and the entrance lens of the

interferometer. The diamett;'r of the hole has been chosen in
such a way that the apparatus works under the best luminosity-

rescution conditions. Under these conditions the angle of the

maximum opening of the beam when we wish to obtain an effective
resolution of 2,000 measures 3 X 10"| radians and the solid-3 angle of the beam used is 0 -- 2.7 X 10-3 steradians. The

modulator placed bcforc the entrance Iole B chops the flux

at a frequency of 125 cps. The elcctric sigja~l coming from

the lead sulfide cell is amplified in a classloal synchronous

detection apparatus, filtered by an RC filter and recording

potentiometer.

We have studied the region near 1.6 p with-a lead sulfide
cell in the region near 1 p with a Lallemand photomultiplier.

S(•1)-- Ctud•,' of the Region in the Nniahborhood of 1.6 is

A filter, plac,•d ilirectly before the cell and whose tr-as-U mission curve is representcd by Fig. 76a, climinated wave

| lengths below I p. As reference line we used the red cadmium

line isolated in the spectrum of an Osram lamp by colored

filters. The infrared, which comes from the Osram lamp and

1. "127
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I which can reach the lead sulfide cell was cut by an ensemble
of filters whose transmission curve is given in Fig. 76b and
by a 2.5% copper sulfate solution of 2 cm thickness.

Figure 77a gives an example of an interferogram obtained
under these conditions. Immediately one notices an anomaly:Ithe central fringe does not correspond to a maxJimum. But it
can be shown that in an interference phenomenon the maximum
intensity, if it is a question of a system of interferencesII with a brilliant central fringe, is always obtained in the
central fringe. ([43] p. 659). The explanation comes from

jj the fact that the r"ecorded interferogram is taken as the sum

of two interferograams with opposite phases: one which comes

from the emission of the chopper blades in a black box whose

temperature is alx-,ut 15°C wihilc the cell is approximately at
- 80 C, the temper.ature ot dry ice. Since the chopper radi-.,

ates approximatoly i- a black body, the radiation spectrum

which it emits is ]arge. The corresponding t1h terferogram is
reduced to some fringes in the neighborhood of the zero phase

difference. We recoodode t one night when the sky was covered
and when the emiz±ion o0 tiw night Aky was therefore null (Fig.

78a). The correý,P'onding spectrum (Fig. 78b) is cut c the long

Swave side by glas,.s which becomes absorbent. In order to atten-
uate this signal strongly in phase opposition, it is sufficient
to place bceore the ccll an interference filter which cuts offIi
beyond 2 # and letL. pass the radiations near 1.6 I. With such
a filter, the- interfercgram is returned to nearly normal with

a much larger ccntral fringe (Fig. 79a).
The referencing of tht ".i j point can be done'in two ways

which , Qi, ' ,4 .quivda. ec. p ý,eci on: citlicT by tak ir; ti&q mtan o"
the midpoints of the segments joining th,: axcs of the two sym-

metric fringcs with respf-ct to the cc.eitral fringe like ab, ed,
#ef, as indicateu in Fiq. 77a, or, el.e by rQgistering at zero
phasv diffcrencu, the interferogram of a white source with the

same time constant (Fig. 80).

! a I128-
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Fg 78. ( a) . t e of t: R

II'
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I Fig. 7. ()Intcrferogram ofteRadiatio~n

-. Emitted-by the Modulator; (b) Spectrum of the
Radiation Emitted 6y the Modulator.

We give below three spectra obtained at resolutions 900

o(Fig. 81 and 79b) and 2,000 (Fig. ?7b)4

U- .. Spectrum of Fig. 81. Effective resolution, 900. Time

for recording the interferogram, 2 hrs.

Figure 81 givcs a comparison between two spectra: one

at resolution 900 obtained through a Fourier transformation

and ono at resolution 150 obtained with a grating spectro-U meter. This last is in fact thi; mean of eleven spectrums,
each having been rct..ordud dulrinq a half hou±(16-) The

U [ ( Wallace Joný__ ha5 recently obtaincd with a crating

spectrometer a spectrum at resolution 400 by using a new germa-
nium detector. In the two experiments-compared in Fig. 81, the

detector was a Kodak cell.

U .. 131
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Fig. 80. Interferogram of
the Night Sky and White
Source Recorded With the-

SiSame Time Constant.

U v AIVAIVvItA

I . . . . . ... . . . . . .

B .- i ..

II &4 fj XrzALt
Fig. 81. Spectrum of the Night Sky:
R - 150, - R -900. [Bruit - noise]
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negative maxima that one sees on the low wave number side ofI .ch ray which has a strong intensity show that there has

been an error in determining the zero point of the intgrfero-

gram.

Spectrum of Fig. 79b. Using the interferogram of Fig. -79a
I . recorded at twilight the following have been calculated:

Maximum phase difference obtained, 1.96mm;

calculated limit of resolution taking into account

the width of the beam, 6.25 cm-1"-

measured limit of esolution, 6. 3 cm-.,

spectral domain studied, 1,250 cm- 1 between 5.,550
and 6,800 cm'*; number of spectral elements, 210;

recording time, 40 min.

'We were limited in zhe choice of the recording speed by
the response time of the recording pen which took 0.8 sec to

go from one extremity or thu scale to the other. The limit

speed of the pen hence is 30 jrm,"/sec. With the recording
frequencies chosen, i.e., 0.5 cps in the middle of the spec-

trum, and the maximum amplitude of the fringes, i.e., 150mm

for zero phase difference, the maximum speed of the pen was

only 150 mm/seq. It is very much lower everywhere else in
the interferogram and, under these conditions, the recording

function can be considered as perfectly linear.

The time constant used was 7 = 0.125 see.

. Figure 82 shows the relative

'i position of the spectrum of the

U I Fourier frequencies and of the noiseIf V spectrum.
Condition5 under which thc F.T.

O ,s 1,2 V MR was taken: numerical F.T. with an

Fig. 82. Relative interval h = 0.36 sec (the distance

Position of the Noiseositiuoand of the Noe separating two points correspondsSSneer rum and of theI

Spectrum of Fourier to a variation of a phase difference
Frequencies. of a half wave length of the red

134F " 1
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- cadmium line). Under these conditions h/i - 3 and, accordingIE •to Fig.57, the signal/noise ratio is weakened by a factor 0.7.

The total number of points taken: 6,120.

Number of calculated points: 840, i.e., 4 per spec-

tral element.

Calculation time on the IBM 704: 1 hr, 20 min.

Mean square error of the fluctuations of the inter-
ferogram ex W 7.6 u. This error has been calculated by taking

the cquare root of the mean of the squares of the ordinates

picked off the interferogram by choosing 4 points per noise
correlation radius. -The portion of the interferogram chosen

cor'res-)onds to .8 -_ 8 max* One is certain that for this phase

difference, the signal in the interferogram is zero. Actually

the diameter of the hole has been chosen such that the product
&R be maximum (111.2). Under these conditions at the maximum
phase difference, the modulation fell to zero.

The predicted mean square error of the fluctuations in

the spectrum (see IV.23b)/,.

/0.9 x 4 x 0.406 x 2,400 X 57 211 u £_

X 0.7 8

Mean square error measured in the spectrum: 212 u sec.

The calculation ;as made in the neighborhood of 3,500 cm"1

because in thi3 region the glass is absorbent and one is certaln

that the signal there is zero.

Such good agreement must be considered fortuitous.

Spectrum of Fig. 77b. Using the interferogram of Fig. 77a

U recorded without a filter, it was calculated:

maximum phase difference obtaincd, L = 3.84 mm;
thuoretical limit of resolution, 6.' 3 cm.;

measured limit of resolution, 3 cm-1;

number of spectral elements studied, 400;

recording time, 2 hrs, 30 min;

time constant, r - 0.25 sec;

. 13S
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S- 0.72 see, whence h/v - 3;

number of points chosen, 11,928;

number of output points, 1,s0o;

calculation time on the IBM 650, 150 hrs(
If this calculation had been made on the IBM 704, one

could have been able to make a numerical-filtering to isolate

the interesting region of width A ,-l1,100 cm 3I between 5,550

and 6,650 cm"|. in this case the e.alculation of the convolu-

tion would have -been made using 11,928 input points, but the

interval h' chosen in order to make the F.T. would have been
-fl only of the order of 1,000. -

U Mean square error of the-fluctuations of the interfero-
-gram: ax =-13.5 u.

Mean square 'error of the fluctuations of the spectrums-

(.X 0 - x 4 x 0.406 x 9-000 x 180.-a 1,000 U see.0.7 4

Measured mean square error: 1,012 u see.

(2) Study of the Relion Around 1 a

The detector is a Lallemand photomultiplier chilled with

* dry ice. Hence for the maximum noise reduction (here it is

photon noise) it Is necessary to isolate the region to be

studied by a filter. For this result we have used a combina-11 tion of a colored filter which cuts all the visible up to
8,000 A and of an interference filter whose transmission curve

is given. by Fig. 83. On the long wave length side, the spec-

trum is limited by the region o0f sensitivity of the cell. The

interferograms are of the type represented by Fig. 84a. We

calculated two spectra using the same interferogram, one using

1 " T')This calculation was made at the University of

LI Toronto's IBK-6SO calculator wbich has magnetic drum and

fast .access "movies."

II 136
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Fig. 83. Transmission Curve of the Inter-
ference Filter Centered on 1 #; as Ordinate,Ii- Transmission Factor in Percent.

'I...
an almost triple length of the interferogram: . 1.22 mm. Total

recording timp: 2 hrs.

The resolutions obtained are respectively of the order of

350 and 1,000 (Fig. 84b). A nearly idcntical spectrum had

been obtained with a grating spectrograph for an exposure of

48 hr.

I (3) Resume of the Result-. Obtained in the Stu.dy of the
Spectrum of the Emission of the Night Sky

The conclusions that can be drawn from the study of the

.spectra have been discussed elsewhere [62); here we shall give

only a resume:

all the observed lines can be attributed to the

radical OH;

the rotational structure of the bands (3.1), (4.2),

(5.3) and (6.4) is completely determined;

one has been able to set up a table of observed

trequencies for the vibration-rotation lines of the radical

OH,, a task which is difficult to do based on-experiments per-

formed in the laboratory because of the difficulty of construc-

ting suitable sources;
the attempt to determine a rotation tcmpcr-aturc using

the intcnsities of the lines Shows that agreement cannot be

obtained between the calculated tempcratures using branches

P, Q and R simultaneously. A possible explanation is that

the transinission probabilities calculated by Benedict, Plyler

& Humphreys [631 and used in the determination of temperature

1 137
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based on the intensities of the

linc•s are false. Besides, the

. authors had predicted this pos-

IIS% sibility because they neglected
. € ' the vibration-rotation inter-ii; action.

3. STUDY OF THE RE-EMISSION

Fig. 85. Spectrum of Re- RADIATION OF GERMANIUM
combination Radiation Re- We have also studied by this
corded by a Gratingt
Spectrometer, Ro -1,400. method the intrinsic recombina-

tion radlation in germanium. A

complete study of the results -

obtained will be the subject of a thesis by D. Parodi. Here3 we shall confine ourselves to presenting the first spectra* 1

obtained.3 A first study was made by C. Benoit a la Guillaume .

0. Parodi who had studied wJth a grating spectrometer (Fig. 05)

the recombination radiation emitted by a germanium crys.tal in

which an excess of minority carriers had been created by' opti-
cal injection. At the temperature of liquid helium, they dis-
covered three lines. Lines A and C are due to the annihilation
of an indirect exciton with simultaneous emission of a longi-
tudinal acoustic photon (A) or optical tranverse photon (C).
The origin of the line B which appears only below 2°K was not
exactly determined. We have been able to prove that it was
a line due to recombination at centers associated with dis-

locations. Its intensity varies with the point where the opti-

cal injection was made 3n the crystal; it disappeared when the

sample was placed in a magnetic field.
The theoretical limit of resolution of the grating spec-

trometer 800 was 4 cm". The width of line A measured in the
spectrum in Fig. 85 equals 14 ca-.

One could hope for several advantages of the F.T. methods
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a. To explore a more extended spectral domain between

5,600 and 6,100 cm' without increasing the measurement time.
-In fact the question of t#his -iime is of first importance in
this experiment because lighting the crystal heats it and the.i. •
consumption of helium necessary to keep the temperature below

-2" increases rapidly.

_b. To increase the signal/noise ratio which is necessary

for two reasons:

-i••. The recordings with a grating spe-ctrometer did° not allow '1
sufficient precision in deducing the law of variation of the
displacement of the line A as a function of the magnetic field
in which the crystal is placed; ,

20. One could hope to disclose the eventual presence of lines
around 5,950 cm 1 whose existence had been 'suspected by Haynes

c. To increase thc resolution in order eventually to

determine the structure of the, line A. /
Even though this problem may--not be a probl~m with a

great number of spectral elements, like that of the nigýt skyq
it appeared desirable to approach it with this method.

We tried several ways of recording the Interferogram.

(1) Recording at a Constant Speed
Since the spectrum studied is much simpler than that of

the night sky, the inferferogram is very different (Fig. 86a).
It has the appearance of a sine wave whose amplitude is slowly

modulated:
maximum phase difference, L - 2.1mm;

theoretical limit of resolution, 6w* 5.7 cma;
0 measurement time, 40 min.

III thi d, ayaibt , tLe recording speed is Jimited by the

maximum speed of the recording pen

r 140
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Fig. 86. (a) Interferogram Recorded at Con-5 stant. Speed, Ro = 1,000; (b) Spectrum Obtained

- From This Interferogram.

3 rThe spectrum calculated numerically from this lnteferoo-

gram is shown in Fig. 86b:
width at mid-height of the line, 14 cm,

signal/noise ratio for line A, of the order of 100.
Again one finds the lines A, B, C.
Furthermore the prosenco of a line D is disclosed around

5,655 cm"I which can also be interpreted as a d4slocation line
(it appears only below 2*K and disappears in the field) and ofL a line E around 5,960 cm- whose origin Is not explained andwhich apparently is double. In order to make sure, it is ncc-

e6sary to in crea.; the resolution, hence the maximum phase
difference obtained. It cannot be a question of making a re-
cording ata constant speed because:

U I. The measurcmcnt time would be much too large with the
recorder we used;, -

* l/-
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SFig. 67.

2. The number of poeints to pick from-the interferograa

would be too large.

Two solutions can be considered: recording at a varlable

..speed., the method of changing the freq.e.cy.

(2) Recording at VMriableSmed._-.-- __fl. We have already explained in the preceding chapter that
. this system had been tried, had correctly functioned (Fig. 87)

"- but that, being given the characteristics of our mechanical
fl setup, the useable time was not a sufficient fractiOs of the

total time and the s/n ratio was insufficient.

3 (3) nethod of Changing the Ereguenct
This procedure allows the recording of lower electrical

frequencies (hence an exploration speed vehich can be con-

siderably increased and a measurweent ti•e very diminished)
and at the same time th. bringing into better coincidence

the noise spectrum with the spectrum of the Fourier frequencies

(hence a smaller number of points to choose).
The spectral domain occupied is &o - 500 ca-' between

5,600 and _.,3,aO .cm"1. If one chooses the heterodyne wave
number ae 0,-61-05" cm0, the spe ctrum to be studied after chang-
ing frequency is found between and 500 cmaI and can be ob-

tained by a simple cosine'transfer of the new interfteogran

S .142
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1'>oo ' ooo &,oGrO•I-') 0 zoo ri'car

Fig. 88. Spectral Domain Occupied Before and
After Changing the Frequency.

(Fig. 88). For the sage speed of ihe moving carriage the5 maximum frequency of the signal to be studiel will then be-

.divided by 12.
Recall that, being given the irregularities in the car--

riage drive and frequency inszabllities which result from it,
there is no question of using an eldctrical signal furnished

by a low-frequency oscillator in order to make a change of

frequcncy. It must be furnished by the interferometer itself

under the same conditions as the signal to be studied. We
have not used the signal coming out of an optical line of

wave number ý6,100 cm- but, noticing that the wave number of
* the green mercury line is 18,312 cm- 1 and that 18,312 cm 1e/3 -

6,104 cm, one finds that it is sufficient to use tlethird

harmonic frequency corresponding to the green mercury line.

0 SOME DETAILS OF THE EXPHRIMENT. The diagram of the set-

up is shown in Fig. 89, the apparatus itself in Fig. 90.

*Reference Line. As reference line we have usqd the

green mercury line. -The signal furnished by the photomulti-

plier is sent on the one hand to a s,- of multivibrators

* which dividc its frequency by 3, on the otrher hand to the

* writing relay of thL rt:cordcr. Moreover t.his relay can writeI Heither a square pulse for each reference fringe or a signal

having a frequency three times smaller.

3 143
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relay; lerad sulphide cell, automatic ain controls,,3- amplifier, inverting' relay, low pass filters re-
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- Fig. 90.'
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Sh p

. Fig. 91. Square;Pulse Function.F(t) -.• of Period I/PO."

H - --

a...1 .

Fig. 92. Spectrum Obtained by the Cosaim
Transform of the Product-Z(t) U(t).

Change 'of Trequency. We have not multiplied the initial3 "- .:int'erferogram by a sinusoidal signal cOs /1r¶ t, but by a square

pul•se function F(t.). (Fig. 9.) which on.e .an put in the fo"m

F(t) cos 2fret 4 cos 2w 3P t + cos 2w SvOt + ...

which is much cacier to 9Ui1Lrdte because all one has to do is

3 . invert the signal at equal time intervals5''e

Hence after multiplication, the frequencies to be analyzed.

octupy the intervals 0, Pi-("l being the maximum frequency eor-

responding to a'. 500); 3 --VM, 3 ve; 5 ve - ON, 5 V0 (rig. 9

'"The-invc.rsion of the signal would take place at equal

intervals of time if the advance of the carriage were perfect;

practically it is done at time intervals corresponding to the
passing of l.b fringes ol the mercury lIte.

I 145
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du-id-ro Ti nefrga, R a, 6,000.

Fi g 93.• a) int ogaccobt the , spc- ii

that lg 9o. the trs inY er+feroghchas web xpained in thepee

Method of Changing Frequency; (b) Spectrum Das-e .
sl mduake -rom Thils nterferogram, Rw -c 6,000.

[vitesse lente (rapLde) = slow (fast) speed]
It is necessary to take into account the parasite spectra in

fethe choice of the interval t. Their frequency is higher than
that of the terms in te +VH which, as we explained in the pro-

w ceding chapter, are filtered by a low-pass filter. Moreover we
U - shall make a numerical filtering which couoletelv annuls their

eftfect."

. .SuDDression of the Mean .Level. The signal furnished by

the lead sulfide cell includes the modulated part, which weU . call the interferogram and with which we have been concerned

up until now, and a constant component which after changing the
I frequency, gives an iniportant signal at the frequency 5v0.

U Hence it is necessary to eliminate this constant signal by add'
ing to it an equal signal in the opposite sense. A residue of

i ~the mean signal on the inter ferngram gives rapid oscillations

which are superposed on the slow fringes of the new interf ero-

gram-(Fig. 93a). This signal at the frequency Y* is mneover
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SFig. 94. Relative Position of the Noise Spectrum

and of the Fourier Frequency Spectrum, r - I sec.

Sstrongly attenuated by the low-pass filter which is supposed

to eliminate completely the terms of frequency Y + V'

Locating the Zero. In order that the marking be done

with sufficient precision in the neighborhood of zero, the

speed is 16 times smaller than the normal recording speed; _'

at the passage of the white fringe furnished by a continuous
source, one releases a counter which counts the fringes of
the mercury line. Its indications set off the frequency multi-
plication; the same movement divides by 3 the frequency of the

writing relay of the reference fringe. A last operation pro-
I vides that at any instant whatevef one say pass to a speed 16

times larger.

RI . ?rded Interferogram (Fig. 93a). It has not been re-,
corded under the best conditions:

M maximum phase difference attained, L - 11.7mm;I

.. theoretical limit of resolution, we - 1 cmý. ;.
recording time, 1 hr, 30 min; ".

electrical frequencies of the signal to be studied
taken between 0 and 0.1 cps (Fig. 94);

n time constant r - 1 sec.'

Spectrum of Fig. 93b. Figure 93b shows the spectrum ob-

tained from the interferogram of ig. 93a:I 7 value of the interval h, 0.5 sec, where h/v - 0.5
and the s/n ratio in the spectrum is practically the same as
"if one had uscd all the pointa of the interferogram;.
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* Fig. 95. Intrinsic Recombination Radiation in5 Germanium, R. W 6,000.

r- numberofLoints chosen, 12,672;* - tlL rnumber of calculated puitLts, 401.A numerical filtering (width of the filter was chosen

3 equal to 500 cm"I) resulted in the reduction of the number of
points used for making the F.T.

The calculation was made only in the regions of the lines
A, C and E., Calculation time: 22 min.

An examination of the spectrum shows two interesting 6

results:- .7

the line A is distinctly asymmetric;
the line E is dividcd Into two lines at 5,952 and

LI 5,963 cm't;
detailed examination 'of the line E (Fig. 95) shows

that its width is of the order of 2 crn'; thus it has been

studied with an excessive resolution. Also in later experi-

ments whose results are not given here, we contented ourselveb

with a resolution of the order of 4,000. Since the noise in
the spectrum of Fig. 93b appeared to us to be due in a great3 part to the fluctuations of the mean level of the interferogram,
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we stabilized the mercury arc and reduced the potential of the

lead sulfide ce'l as is indicated in Fig. 89.

4. CONCLUSSION
The use of the Fourier transformation method allowed us

to go from a resolution of 150 to a resolution of 2,000 in the

study of the radiation emitted by the night sky. In the case
of the recombination radiation in germanium, a problem with a

small number of spectral elements, the results are less spec-

taculaIr. Howeer, We have been able to demonstrate the asymmetry
of the line due to the annhiliation of an exciton with cmission
of ' longitudinal acoustic photon and the presence of two lines

around 5,960 cm" whose origin is not accounted for yet.

S,1
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VII. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT
SPECTROSCOPIC METHODS

The Fourier transformation spsptroscopic mcthod that we

havy' just treated requires very different techniques from -*

thoze: of classical methods. However there are no fundamental

diff( r-r.nces among all the methods. Whatever method is used,

thi, rcprodur-ed spectrum is always the cosine transform of the

even part V(6), of the autocorrclation function C(6) of the

incide-nt ]uminous vibration. It is this function ý.(5) thatII up till now we have called "interferogram".
We are going to show how, in classical methods (prism,

i gratinU, 'or Fabry-Pcrot spectrometer) the- flux that one mea-

sures at thL exit of the inst.rumcnt is the F.T. of *(6), Ob-

tained, for each frequency, as the sum of a particular series

of n equidistant di.sc,.te values of 1(6), n being the number

of intefcring'b-arns. In the FouriEr transfor.,ation method,

n - 2; the flux that one measures for the value h of the phase

difference is the sum of only two particula values of Y'(6):

r(O) and *(kh) and it is nvcessarv to make t(e Fourier trans-

formation a posteriori.

One particularly rapid way of making a synthesis of dii-

fe'eunt spcctr-oscopic methods consists• in applving to the treat-

ment of the luminous vibration by a spectrometer, some of the

morc elementary- results relative to the determination of the

spectrum of fluctuating magnitudes. Indeed the electromagnetic

field at a point in space is a random function of time.

IX' Th-tt [14,15], Ctbhic 12G] 4nd :., rtI (4. have already
.l~ri,. 1lv indicatk d 11iLi ..:a%, ýi treating -,p ctioseopic iný.txu-

ments. The throrcti-al probl, ms relative to thte random magni-

"tudes and to their spectra tavc been treated in a satisfactoryU
way for the first time b.y Wiener and lvy in a study of Brownian

1SO
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movement. Since then, these studies have been pushed very
far froea a purely mathematical point of view and the results

.... have been applied to the theory of turbulence and to the treat-.
-sent-of background noise in the -theory" of communications.

...-- .- .Before developing 'thu.'particular case of optical spectro-
pmspy we are going .tQ recall some defInitions and theorem.II
concerning the spectral analysis of a random variable.

1. .ROLE OF A L•IVAR. IIOHOGEIMCUS FILTER IN SPECTRAL
ANALYSIS

On. can associate with a variable X(t) [dcterministic or
S.randotm function of t•mcl a power spcctrum only if the mean

""power E{IX(t)1 i), Zefined as, the d-ithmctic mean of the quan-I . - tity IX(t)[ measured at t] .' samc instant t feor an inin.1ty of

trials macroscopically idcntical, is independent of time.. Then
for each frequency component v obtainedusing Xu(6 4 four.V5,*-U ". du on"*~ p . .++ .- + " .

. . X(t) _ b() e d ,

It will b6 possiblo to assign a definioe.b('•). ... "

:-'no The moan power is the sum

,%I.lz ) £ {Ix(t)Ia} -S B(,) di .

S , ."WC are intercstcd only in random functions tulfilling thesQ
c.onditions; theu.e are the functions one meats in optiab. They3 are functions with stationary. covariance and their .study rests
"for a larc,¢ part in the theorcn of XhIn~hin aceordIng to which

i the F-T. of th, *.-crrelatlcn runction CAr) a C(X(t) 1*(ta-)) Is

. . (VZIL.2). 5r 21pr d- .

.1.1sl

00'
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A spectral analysis is made with the aid of a filter. We

shall call the linear filter T ((48) p. 347) a linesr,.homo-

-,geneous transformation with respect to time which makes Y(t)

"cotrespond to the variable X(t) in such a way that

II V Yet) - lit) *Pet) - X(O) P(t-0) dO

P(t)" being the percussional response of the filter, i.A., Its
0 9)Sresponse to the Dirac impulse

The complex quaptity C(P) with modulus.g(p).) $IS

called filter gain is the F.T. of P(t) -

(VII.4) GC(P) P(t) e- 2pt dt

Two classical calculations lead to putting the mean power, $

after filtering, in one or the other of two fundamentUl forMsa

(3*)In the e.lectromagnc-tic theory of light [651 a ligh .,-

pulse it, a train of very short waves, which gets sh., -er when at*

distribution Into given frequencies given by a 1ouier eXPaSI

gets larger (PUg. 96),

' L . ,",

I .0,-

I Fig. 96. Light Impulse and its PourIe.
DscomposIWVon.

r
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I ( , Ur{i}-£.) C .)d

C " (r) being the autocorrelation function of P(t).

S .. These two equations are equivalent; moreover one can pass

from one to the other by Parseval's relation, after noticingj
* that the '.T. of Cx(l is the spbctral decomposition S(W) looked

I for and that the F.T. of Cp(r) is th.a squarp of the 'modulus of

the gain of the filter ...
Moreover we can notice that whi.-,a the function P(t) is

real, it Is simply the re~l Part RL(Cx(1rj fx(r) which enterzfl H .inte Eq. (VII.6); it then. becomes' "

- Ii " -"" •.iS. (vI.7) C {,Y(t)j*! -. e[Cx(r)] CP(T) dr.:... .. .

The real part of a correlation function being cvens its F.T.

Is also an even function and the relation (VII.S) then takes

1...ij($*)In fact
-{Iy(•t)I r" tfY(t)Y*(t)} - {f mY(t)Y*(t)+ Y*(t)Y(t) I

i*l c{ •• X*(V)P*(t-°)dOx(0O)P(t-ai)dI +-

In" the "' " 53"-
In the case where P(t) is a real function, P(t-S) - P(t-#)

and one can group terms:

E C:-(t)j ~ i~2 K~.(n)~e) .4 0I -. 3" (. .:' "b "1-• _ :

P~~t-o)P~te')dode. a Cx(T)+C;(-t]pVd

II I. . ' ' R()

* :al~v]C()d 5
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I the form.
- •

(v0L.,) {Iylt,) 1. "P;P) IGC.)I dv ,

Bp(P) being the even part of the spectrum B(P) as was de&tned

in Chapter I1.

Formula (VII.8) shows that the mean power is the chopped

energy in tl:. spectrum times the energy transmIssion curve of

the filter IC(P)I2. if rectangular band-pass filter,

one has IG(a)l'= I where v is taken between iI and P and

S.G(v) = O0 le4where. The ideal filter for making the spectral-

analysis will have zero width but., if' to and is are v-.n.y close

tc•cther," one cain say that -the measured power is proportional "

-- to the spectral density corresponding to. # frequency -P taken

between P an4 i. Then,
I

"-- E*U: 3-.:(w •

V . o 1.. 9. , ~v A

3 One explorez the spectrum by varying the band-pass ot the t•tor.._,

2. G(NCRALITIES AUT TIiE SPECTROMETCRS CONSIDERED
AsF~ILTERS

A claw iical spectromuter (prism, grating, Fabry-Perot) or

p .two-beau intcrferomct'.r used as a spectromuter is composed

of an optical-Lpart which at cv,'ry instant receives luminous

radiations and transmits a ccrtain proportion of them to a

detector-ampifirEr-measuzL-inq setu% which Is -provided with a

time constant and measures th,- mean power carried by the trans- .

mitted radiations. Let us fir.st consider the case of the

. spo.-•.,',, ter ,used %.itkh inf• iitc• y t0,1ir,, utrarc". a ad..xit dia-

phrawis, thcc. useful prac!tiEi-l "• -"•T"i - Y.sly ,d.duced from

this (Fig. .97a). Lot X(t) be the value of. the electric field

in the intorior of the entrance diaphragm (point source) and

•4. I

i IS4 " ..
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Fig. 97. ( Schematic
tical Part of a ýpectrometer; (1ý) Schematic-- ia~ram of the Operation ol a Spectrometer.

* .:L' '. . . ... ; ....lcu

S.Y th, w value of the 4 lectr.-*. f'ield in t.,. intrior thc,

"exit diaphragm where the dctector is placed (rig. )/b). The

;igna.1 furnished by tnc lattcr i's amplified then transmitted
to a recorder, the ensemble having a time constant ' so that
oge measures approxlmately the 'quantity . *. . "Ij~4 7, -a

s t . ... . . d t..

We shall suppose that in what follows thdat the ti...
enough so that we nved not distinguish betwce .

I "' - I -t I t÷'•lY(t)I, dt and the mean power lY(t )[I-l h will li

. .. rigorous only if [ -);-Tis approximatinroMp•..ely •,glects-
. noise, which we do not .consider in this ChaptLz'. The LaplaclanI .. stationary charactcr of X(t) being given, IY(t)JI has the s53
S... value as C{I (t)I').

SThe pro lem iz to determine with wtiat approximat4on
C. E(IY(t).aj), whkl. we shall henceforth call 4, the flux m-6aured

by the detectoi'1 3 l? is the spectrum of X(t) such ase awlhve

(al. n the theoretical ease considered here, tie dijaphragms

arj infinitely.thdn and # is a line. Tn all practical cases,
the beam will hav,: wiith U and one will "easure.,a fl 'x.

4 -,- .,- --.- -

I .. .. 15
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i•efirned it in paragraph VII.l, i.e., to what approximatibn
the instrument takes the F.T. of the autocorrelation function

I of(t),

(1) Expression for-th.e Flux
fl The spectrometit breaks vp the incident radiation into

different components (spatially -in the case of grating or prism
spectrometer, amplltudinally in the case of the Fabry-Perot3 spectrometer) which it transmits with optical delays in arith.
metic progression and different-attenuations before combining
them in such a way that Y(t) can be put-in the form

S(vM.20) Y(t) -. | X(t) .ji X(t-,,) + j! X(t-27,) + ... +

.. + X (n-i) T1]

where, k7i is the delay of the (k+l) beam and Ik+i is its trans-
I. mission facto. t= -W T. su.. is equivalent to the -Integral""I -

"(VII.l1) Y(t) . .t-r,(r)dr - X(t-r)P(r)R(r)d,3 I . . .

". R(r) being a DIrý-, distribution of" periodie "upport of interval-
"7 and P(r) a di.•iribu.togn function which takess on the particu-

lar values.p 3 , ,, .,., V for r d 0, ri ... (n-1) r, and-can
eventually become zero for 7 > n 7 if the number'of transmitted

* h.ams before the recombination is finite. Since a convolut•ion

Is commutative, (VII.11) is equivalent to

(V1I.12) Ylt) ME Xl) dt.) de.

IIn this foir'1, the analogy with (VII.3) Is complete;.1,(t)

is thp ,r'cus -ional,yt2 pons-i .of the spectrometer consider.-d

'".In the case of the prism, the number of interfering

beams Is infinite and the interval of the function I(r) Is zero.

'5s6
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as a linear filtver. It Is a real-valued function.' There1'orc
one can write limmediately, by comparison with (VII.8) and

B. B(P) IG(')I8 -dsi-ad (r() C (O'dv .

INoticing.that P. t, and raare related to the wave'
number ca, to the lenigth I measured in the wave- trakin arid to
the geometri.c delays 6 and k by the relation' a Pi/i I tc,
6- recand kv r che twP preceding' oquationis take the form

fVhi)4 9ja C C(6) M1

*- These two equations have been established tot- a particular
3 ~value of delay h between two coh scutive beams; the functions
-PizL) and p(z) and the flux are fýcloa of k; Iro the_ follow-
-igwe shall-use the two relations (VIX.13) ast.1 W1~.14) (which

are in faeV equivalent). It is in consideriis~i tht. ".cond rela-
* tion that we shall see how the ihatrument sial.iM, Ltt( r.T. of

5ý(6) . an operation' whose result, is 1nterpr4-.ttc- by the first ......

Th~e function C (8) ic* tbe autocorrelatiort function of
p

: *. the product P(L)R B,(1). Hence'it is still the product of

Dirac distribution of periodic support, of the saiir intr.T'val
wi~~~~h .'i f -~l "'iti i A(6) whiel is the~ auto 'u r la ~ r

tunction of P(Z)

- (VU.15) %(0)4 MA() NO()
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We shall see in what follows for each type of spectronieter,

the particular form of A(6) that we have been talking aboutH up till now will play the same role as the weighting function

"introduced in the Fourier transformation method.

Replacing C-(6) by its value in (VII.14) we get

(VII.16) 4(k) - • . (5) A( 6) diuX
which is equivalent to

(VIZ.17) *Q*) -A, A1 + 2. A, :. + 2 •n-, AnI

• - '" ''•," : - n-i

": ~~ A•k +1 ":
I . k=- n-') •k A1)

It is a finite sum of discrete values of the autocorrelation

I function of the incident radiation, multiplied by the weight-

Ing function A(M) appropriate for the instrument. It is easy

to show that this is a Pourier transiormatLion. In fact, noth.

I ng changes in the value of the sum (VII.17) If onn multi-

plies each term by the factor ens 2ra kh in which a has been

chosen, qual to Wool&, - being an integer, in such A Way thai

I t*e cosines ailways equal to 1.' The new sum

k-n+ l

-4j. .. (VlI e) *C ) k-ln-a .k cos2aC,0 -h

is equivalent to

(v~i.l..) #(Al1- Irk(6) A(6) Rh-(6) cos .2rVA6 d .

W This is Cxactly.tho expression (11.17,) giving tht valr, ,.f a

spectral density calculated by taking tht numerical F.T. oL

I 3 the interferogran. By putting F(u) " Teos It(A) %(6)J, one

can write (VII.19) in the form
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Fig. 98, Apparatusi-Function.

3 *(V1140) 3,U( ---

n~. . .', *0+@B (a) (Fu.)+ F~~~ide

-.In vomparing (VII.13) and (VII.20) one sees that

The: bpVa denCZ sity :zC!Lc frtewv number a hence
1:; the chopped energy In the spectrum multiplied by th,, function

'1(u()Is which spcctroscopists call apparatus-fuacctioa.

m :. (2) Fory of LlIýA pzaratus - Fmnet ion
~ We have. emohaai::cd thv analogy between the expressiona

(V11.193 amid (11.13). !;i~ailarly the cquations,(VII.2 1) and (11.14)

3 - ~pw ti.-iLl In tme. qlabiea2. :;pi.~uLaucteTs as in thc case of thc

I u,iim. 4 1cal F.T. of an intecvr.ojram, the apparatuti-function is

.. C.~smpoOid of tw~o seri~s of pecak :; s.parated-by a distavsce 1/h

th.r.T A thc weighting function A(&) ot the Interferogras.

Stbh.-ri arc oe Co3 i~ttl *i'ý. in thc (-a-. wherre: the

nwat, i I(.- r'.T. L44 raken as was IndlirteAfld in Chapte:r Il. Irs the

case oi ac lasb~cal ý.pCitrornot't since a., the wave numbtur tor.

* . wh.*ch-h Vic&'. 15 made, is an integer multiple of 1/h, there

* always Is .A pcak c,ýnrered about the origin (Fgq. ViU) laid thme

3 ... 9
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r-a:n Functions R.II ofDiogetInevos

* . ."

.. I.' in sc a
I /j • ' '#i li.iJ

.. (V.22) B (0 B (a) F( . .v" "

i .. • .$- , , .,p

When one explores the spectrum, that is when one looks

""or the .spectral density corresponding to a number in tildI .. ncitgbborhood of a.,' one changes the delay between tro corlSecu-Itive beam-; which becomecz It Hence one changes the interval
of the gratiiig zunctions k(6) which serves to pick oft points

ioin th(6)unction.99ig.The new va'

th,*rvI%)Pc obtained from a now se~ries of values of r(6). The

p'ow , dip..oratus-funetion is not deduced from the first by two

tr-" n.I•.i.ae nsuc as is the caSe when one makes the numerical F.T.

of ant laterfarogram using a single -.eriCs Of equidistant values
* pic'ked off on-~this interferogram as explained in Chapter II.

The' dstance' * between two Consecutive peaks Is then equal to

1I:. I, L)Ut 011t.o ti.t p .aks repain( cFnt r.) .d about th. origin

(Fig. 100). Moreover, in.the strictest st wenA(6) is, oounf -

tion of A and tie form of each maximum nages with k; of course

the variations will beonegligible Ine the spectral domaine x

plored.

... :" 160
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F ig~. 100. Dc'.tormat ion ýith t~p rýia?-'nci

* With the Value h of the Intesivl: Onc of thc max-
ima Rem~ains Centered on the zero JYiqiceny.

* .Wc* lIiav (. n that wh, n~- c c Iil ~s -t", iwi:i, iical P.T.- .ol

U--- an int~erfororaml, onechc~ou.;.c..; pL'C1isc.'.y thC intorv.ad P in. ;ucla

a way th at a :Angle peat. cxpiorc.z the si, tVrw. Tn the ej:w g

J1(assical peLtrcih.r s -.. , it is lit(c L.-; ,At' to I ak t he pi

-atavtion evc-ntually to l1init by an copti'.-al filvtci'oLi spectu^wa '

-- mid-heijilit of one o1 the peaks of thc apparatu., -thiin.

wdhwill bic the narrower thc widcr ItL h ~IjiiC.-C
-tone will Ikrow a grreaicr portion of it~i autocov~Eelitiiin- f~nclt 9

3, FOMJ.; 01' APPARATUZ-Mi' IO0C; OF CLA_,W N1.rOK...P
It suffices~to deterainc. p( 1) in cacti typ1 '. -1 ,+pt.V~ro'....

ii:ý mietor In ordcr to discover imwadlaticly itits flcr-c6titý.a Aspas*-
r Ctus3 turition. 1

-. ~~ (Fir. lx) a gJratini3 with n Lfilt: n nt n

If.T Ioa) p( 1) is thc n A ira,-d aintLu.Aior Af intcy-Tv1 a
asno-sinl W), a b,,Ang the fli-tan.-j)*ti~ r "wo 1~I.* ~ ~ O A a .'e gr'at Ing, I i..rs-' Iy a.ai*eq tn~'tJAM of. width

Iti); .9I. tt g1-cz weco lv'_tT an iau.

6.
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Gratng pecromter;(b)ImplseRe-

Rosponse~of a Grating Spectrometer.

....of lighit it transmints n Impu~ses in the dircectlon 01. C (6)

s~ a Dirac distribution of int,.1'val is, modulated bjia-fflandlu-

lIar lunction A(6) which is ,tc'ro c.,jtside the Interval - Lp + L

101i. ~c).. Nene* the-expression of the- paava.nclf.

C.09 P IC C6)i(a

(2.) rabryPrrot SDc.tromneterILot e h 'distancc' separa~ting. the two plates, r the

amplitude reflection factor of :the surfaces of. th~e plates'

(ftg. 12) Inthis case (Fig. 102b),.

- R.11(N ) -exp (~Log-~)~
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Thi5 is the superposition

of the resonsance functions

which repeat at multiples ofX

I/1- This is an Airy function 0

whose width--at mid-height is Fig. 103. Impulse Response of

6V - (l/h)(1-rt)/r .(Fig.' 102d). a Pesm.

". (3) Prism Spectrometer .

I L.ord Rayleigh [66] studied the propagation of an impulse

-it i dip-.rsive mediu.m and madle a iaplication of it in the

case of a prism. He showed that the percussional response of

a 1)ri';m in a given direction, is a train of sinusoidal waves

"of frequency v. and of length L - e(dnVdh) A1 with -
if # is the length of the base of the prism (Pig. 103) and

- . -sin rL(a .) a+'• ' (-) - iG(a)1' •I o.£o
II . a)L( "

III "i tis case C (6) A(W). A(6) iL a triangular fus,,tion,
P

. zero outside of the domain -\L, Ls+ L. The function K,(i) has-3 >an InfInitely -.mall interval b-::cause there iS" an infInIty of

rays which iab4fere. The. spectrum which one obtains with

14' Vixi 1smTTU~hque-.

- ,_ :7 M _______ ATIO M I

In a two-wave intcrtcromrter, the incto,4oit vibration Is

divided into two vibrations ul equal amplitude. It cite instrU-

ment receives an Impulse,-.it transmits two stagge red impulses

S • i tihe tittle 7 k/c (Fig. .104a); C (6) )ias arparticularly

s imple forr. "t is composed of three verticals: two at

16 A k of ht:ijzt I and another of. double height at 6 - 0

104b) in ath Ia way that

() X(6) C() dO 2 2x(C0) + 2 rx(k)

164

L , • +. . . . - . - l
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Fig. 104. (a) Impulse Pcsponse
ýb)of a 14icholson Interlcromcter;

Pu (b) Autocorrclation Function of
the Impulse Response of a Michel-

.h. -h@*- -son Interferometer.

UHere Chl) is the sum of two particular values of-CM This

is not enough to make a Fourier trans orirat ion.' In faL.. .)

15 composed of a constant partt -_fX(O) of a variablc part 
which

gives precisely rX(, when Ione varies hz linearl .y as -a tunction

01. time.

-To reconstruct the spectrum- f rom the interf crogram,% one

should /c- able -to treat the interferogram excl as thle cla..-

U, ~ icl. pectrometers do,-by f-orming for the calculationl of the

SPectral density corresponding to Uach wave numiber tlhc -. 11! of

a part icular series of discrete and equidist.flt values 0 . the

fl -intericrogram. 
Onc should be. able, of coursc, to choo.ie AM6

U at will irv spmch a way that one could obtain excl the same--

theorcotical apparatus- function as with a classic spectromitcters

*with the two series of peaks mixed together and a prction-

stantly centered on tiezr rqec.Btpractic 13y, i

is much simpler to choose a Aýngle series of valucs OfeX)

* and numerically to take thle Fourier tr:'nsforxat~oi% by varying.'`Vý'ý

thc cosines as explained.,if Chapter Ile

U 5. cONCLUMIN,
All spectrometers take thL F.T. of the even part )

I ~ of the autocdrrelation functionl of the luminous vibration.

U Te esolution is limited becau-se `v(6) -Is known only between

O and- L. thiý maximum phase dif fercflcc between the jntericrinii

boam6. 41hel ther disperser is a priema, the,: r-T. ot !,. 6)-t

m~. yusing a contin uOUs 5,qu-lcQ : valucs be tw Icn o and. L9

and the Epectrum obtained Is unique.. In the othor cas'a

Spectromctcrs the F.T. is obtained as the 
suva *t discrete-

Oquidistant values Of ýX(6); tire apparacu.-efunctiOn is therq~f'0re

WOR



'1composed of a series of peaks, each one of them being the :.T.T

of the weighting function A(6) appropriate for the instrument

which multiplies ex(6). In the Fourier transformation method

it isC"x(o) which Is measured. One can either make the F.T.

by using a continuous sequence of values of 'X(6) as for the

prism, in which case the spectrum obtained Is unique; or nu-

Il merically calculate the F.T. using disdrete equidistant values

of 1 (6). If one uses ;a different .ser 4 es' of values for each
wave number, since one can choose A(8) at will, one can obtain

exactly the same apparatus-function as-with any classical

spectrometer. When the Fourier trAnsformation is made based

on a single series oi values of • (6), the apparatus-function

is composed of two series of peaks which are displaced in

opposite directions during the exploration and the limit,-i

resolution Is fixed from one extremity of the spectrum to the .

'other.

I * 1....

II
H

I, ,

II

- -

/7
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In conclusions It seeia-s to us that the bpectrometri~c
metliod using ~Fourier transformations 15, in tli6*.inik pared, Vic
most po'werful of the spectrometric methods. Indeed it nnit--

the.*fundas;n~.nal adv4ntagc of the class ical' tntcrfarometri.cII ethodso namely the large useable'solid angles and'thit of tame

"multiplex i meth~odt, in which, the %Ot~ou2 measuring time- is us,

tor the determination of each spectral element. Its supe~rlorlty -

over, the other methods In~creases, -with tie . number of spL~ctrAt - -

lejementz to'be studied. It permits us to 'treat ini Cho a ar
inirai.ed two apoln at le~ast, one of whichm woulL. have been

U iposg ble to reiolveýbv ot)her mnethods; In.both caes, tha

U 4gin 1hilch 'ejs ýbek a tainod isexpressi.d -as a consideiable In-

A crase', in -3 -.

I - -But- its -Use as -0*as th*oa~ze i . '1UtIosp
r,.Sq!**ra thoueandsq poses 's ow ptoblevkts whjic~h are not yet a'e.

a lv.e4: btani~j alarqýe phssn if vco witbout putt Ing1

-the 1Interfowegmeter omit pif order .aitd -Calcualating tile F.T4. o-Of
J * .eitaterferograw. Xnorder, to pe&'toum ChIs, last o mrat tons.

a p tbe senitt ia*-two dev'ive.s are used: haroSnlt~ Wa

- '~fboh 4* ,not all7ow one to exceed-r re,:lution* of -the orde r of

-~. 'Anitd 4491it4 comiputers.

P *he calculatiozi timc. for a spectr'um by A nuimewil'aL

Pou~ier transformaiti~mn 1.s proportional to t:he nuimber N4 of

I .4 put pointz. -In the~ abvence oit nicis, -4 It wll be 0cth*
drder, of thto number H4 oL p~tar1~.c*a k prtxi

* . the maximuW3 tnl r.,;. ratio. ill thi. %pc.ecLr-Wrj, if ti.' i~iL-eI-

ferogram has b-.enr rc. 1 ' thrlough 4 low-PA,, f ilter, N can.

1, 1 r . -~ i way of t-euo,idirrqth
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Sinterlarogram or of calculating low one to obtain the spectrum

under I best conditions and .t the same time to use a numberUN near V to make the Fcuri•,r ,ransform: static recording,
mcthod oi changing t.,#- frequincy, numerical filtering. What-
ever niethcz5 ": used wri:it treating a problem with a great
number of 5pectral elementS by Fourier transformation, one

*mees two difficulties: the first which deals with the need
to pick oil great numbh.r of points from the interferogram'

Scan be mitig-pted by uSha9 a converter system which records
directly on punched cards the necessary values of the inter-
ferogram. But th'e second which is- concerned with thv long
calculation time and the delay whici occurs between record-
ing the interferogram and obtaini64 the spectrum is inevitable.
The regular use of this method for problems at even medium

resolution,. hence appears difficult as long as o e does not
have a high-speed calculator available for Fouriez transfor i

I Uwhich allows one to obtain the spectrum very rapidly after"

recording the interferogram..
In concluding I must express my appreciation to Professor

"B- • Oacquinot who started me on this research.
I thank P. Connes, my fellow research workers H. Gush and

0. Parodi for the part they have taken in the experimental

work, and for numerous and fruitful discussionsg P. Giacomo for

the help he gave me at the time of the construction of the3- Interferometer, R. Chabbal, all the technicians and workers
of the Aimi Cotton Laboratories, And__4. Arsac for the advice

he gave me in the study of questions concerning noise,

Equally I thank the Committee of the European elen-tif e

Computing Center and Mr. Wattson) Dii-.etor of the Comput4 tj

Center of the Ui,Lverzity of Torontot for granting hours'of

free computing time on the IBM 704 mA4 •S0.
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